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Abstract

While Washington has been unable to lead the way in significant health care reform, the health care system has begun to transform itself in terms of curbing skyrocketing health care costs, dealing with the more than forty million Americans who lack health care coverage, and the problems plaguing the Medicare and Medicaid systems. The search has begun for a health care model that ensures quality care to a wide population in a cost-efficient manner. This article explores how the U.S. Health care system currently functions, examines several innovative models, and suggests ways in which a decentralized, community-based approach to health care reform can address our nation’s health care crisis. Specifically, Part I examines the current system of health care financing. Part II discusses current efforts to provide community based care. Part III offers suggestions for a community-based approach to health care reform, including ways to stimulate provider volunteerism, financing mechanisms, and methods to overcome potential legal barriers to local reform efforts.
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Introduction

As we approach the next millennium, the United States' health care system is in turmoil. A major federal effort to reform our health care system failed; only modest federal incremental reforms were enacted in 1996.

While Washington has been unable to lead the way in significant health care reform, the health care system has begun to transform itself in terms of curbing skyrocketing health care costs, dealing with the more than forty million Americans who lack health care coverage, and the problems plaguing the Medicare and Medicaid systems. Clearly, hospitals, physicians, health plans, and purchasers of health care have begun to search for a health care model that ensures quality care to a wide population in a cost-efficient manner.

This article explores how the U.S. health care system currently functions, examines several innovative models, and suggests ways in which a decentralized, community-based approach to health care reform can address our nation's health care crisis. Specifically, Part I examines the current system of health care financing. Part II discusses current efforts to provide community based care. Part III offers suggestions for a community-based approach to health care reform, including ways to stimulate provider volunteerism, financing mechanisms, and methods to overcome potential legal barriers to local reform efforts.
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I. Current Structure for Financing Health Care

Introduction

Health insurance in the United States is obtained through a combination of private initiatives and public programs. Medicare provides health insurance for approximately 32 million people aged sixty-five or older.\(^1\) Medicaid provides health insurance for approximately 32.1 million poor U.S. residents.\(^2\) There are several other government insurance programs that provide health care coverage to millions of Americans (e.g., Defense Department insurance for active-duty military personnel, Veterans Administration health insurance for veterans and military retirees, Indian Health Service for Native Americans living on Indian Reservations, and Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) for military dependents).\(^3\) Most of the remaining U.S. population purchases health insurance on the private market. An estimated 40 million U.S. citizens and legal residents, however, do not have health insurance.\(^4\)

Beginning in the 1980s, the number of Americans lacking adequate health insurance increased steadily as health care costs rose several times faster than inflation. In 1993, the United States spent 13.9% of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on health care.\(^5\) Without major reforms of the health care system, health care is expected to consume 14.1% of GDP in 1995, and 18.0% by 2005.\(^6\) This rapid increase in health care costs is a major factor in the growth of the number of uninsured, and if costs continue to escalate unchecked, the number of Americans without insurance will continue to grow.

---

Private Insurance

Before the 1930s, few health insurance plans existed. Most Americans paid for their medical expenses out-of-pocket, either with cash or bartered goods. Hospitals, which were originally similar to poorhouses, filled in the gaps by providing care to those who could not afford to pay for medical services. During the Great Depression, Americans were increasingly unable to afford to pay for medical services out-of-pocket. At the same time, hospitals, which had relied on charitable funding to operate, faced insolvency as revenues dissipated. In response, several hospitals developed health plans designed to provide a more predictable flow of revenue. Under these plans, patients who made a periodic pre-determined payment to the hospital received hospital services. Eventually, groups of hospitals banded together to form multiple hospital plans.

Blue Cross

Building upon the experiences of multiple hospital plans, Blue Cross established its first plan in Dallas, Texas in 1929. The plan negotiated payment rates with participating hospitals that agreed to provide selected services to subscribers. Blue Cross spread health care costs among subscribers by charging a single, community-wide premium based on expected costs for all policyholders ("community rating"). Low-cost individuals or groups (e.g., young, healthy individuals) helped to pay for participants requiring more extensive hospitalization services.

Blue Cross plans assumed responsibility for serving the entire community and for providing insurance to low-income and moderate-income persons. Under Blue Cross's open enrollment policy, any individual or group could purchase insurance regardless of their health status. In exchange for providing coverage to all segments of the population, Blue Cross plans were tax exempt and were relieved from meeting certain requirements established by state insurance commissions.

---

8. Id. at 12-13, 17.
11. Law et al., supra note 7, at 20.
Commercial Insurers

While Blue Cross plans expanded their coverage throughout the United States, commercial insurers began to offer health insurance. Commercial insurers first offered employers and other groups "indemnity coverage" against hospital expenses.13 Under this type of coverage, the insurer paid the enrollee directly for hospital services used. The enrollee, in turn, paid the provider and assumed responsibility for any provider charges that exceeded the insurer's payment.

By the late 1930s, many commercial insurers expanded their policies to cover surgery and other physician services delivered in the hospital setting. This type of coverage was commonly called "comprehensive insurance." Enrollees usually bore responsibility for a portion of the costs of these services under a cost-sharing arrangement.14 As health care delivery became more sophisticated, some insurers also offered "major medical" plans that covered other medical expenses such as prescription drugs, rehabilitation care, and physician office visits.15

Commercial insurers differed from Blue Cross in significant ways. Unlike Blue Cross, commercial insurers employed experience rating under which the premium rate for each employer group was based on historic costs for that specific group.16 Commercial insurers also adopted underwriting practices comparable to those traditionally used in other lines of the insurance business. Applicants perceived to be high risk might be charged higher premiums, or be denied coverage for problems already diagnosed at the time the health policy took effect under an exclusion of pre-existing conditions. Applicants with costly chronic conditions generally would be denied coverage altogether or charged extremely high premiums.17

Blue Shield

As noted earlier, commercial insurers offered coverage not only for hospital services but also for surgery, physician office visits, and other health care services. To compete with these comprehensive health insurance plans, Blue Shield was established. A counterpart to Blue Cross, Blue Shield provided insurance coverage for physi-

13. Id. at 16.
14. Id.
15. Id.
17. Id. at 16.
cian services. Blue Shield reimbursed physicians for the full cost of services, based on a negotiated schedule. Like Blue Cross, Blue Shield employed community rating.\textsuperscript{18}

**Group-Practice Associations**

In addition to the Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans and commercial insurers, group-practice associations, the forerunners of today's managed-care plans, evolved.\textsuperscript{19} A group-practice association consisted of several physicians who joined forces and contracted to furnish care to an enrolled population for a pre-arranged fee. Group-practice associations were often established to serve specific employers, especially large industrial corporations that built and administered communities for their employees and their families.

**Health Insurance's Evolving Role**

By the Second World War, Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans dominated the health insurance market.\textsuperscript{20} However, the industry was still in its infancy and insurance covered only a small percentage of the population. New economic policies implemented during the war, however, facilitated the growth of employer-based health insurance programs. Wartime price stabilization resulted in capped wages. Barred from offering workers higher wages, employers competed for the best employees by offering packages of noncash benefits. Health insurance served as an attractive benefit because employer's contributions were not subject to federal income taxes.\textsuperscript{21}

After World War II, when the pool of available workers increased with the downsizing of the U.S. military, health care benefits remained a valuable negotiating tool in the labor force. This was bolstered by the growth of the labor union movement.\textsuperscript{22} Commercial insurers fared quite well during the post-war period. First, commercial insurers began to employ more sophisticated marketing techniques. Second, they generally offered health insurance plans at more competitive prices than the Blues. Premiums for commercial insurance plans were cheaper than Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans because commercial insurers used experience rating. Instead of computing one premium on the basis of the entire com-

\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 14.
\textsuperscript{19} CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, supra note 9, at 16.
\textsuperscript{20} LAW ET AL., supra note 7, at 8-11.
\textsuperscript{21} HALL, supra note 16, at 14.
\textsuperscript{22} LAW ET AL., supra note 7, at 11-12.
munity, commercial insurers offered low premiums to employers with relatively healthy, low risk groups of employees. This practice is known as “cherry picking.”

Over the years, competition and cost increases have transformed both commercial insurers and the Blues, with the for-profit commercial insurers adapting more quickly, and the not-for-profit Blues plans often lagging behind. During the transition, many different health insurance models have developed and superseded the previously dominant fee-for-service type of health insurance plans. Most prevalent has been the development of new models designed to deal with rising costs.

**Current Health Insurance Models**

Today there are three basic health insurance models: (1) fee-for-service (FFS); (2) preferred provider organizations (PPO); and (3) health maintenance organizations (HMO). In addition, the evolving insurance market has created many off-shoots and hybrids of each model.

FFS or traditional indemnity plans are increasingly rare. In a traditional indemnity plan, a provider receives a fee for each service delivered. Under this model, providers do not share the financial risk for the cost of medical treatment and health care plans have little control over provider behavior. Therefore, providers do not have the financial incentives to deliver services in the most efficient and cost-effective manner.

To restrain providers and control costs, most indemnity insurers have adopted some management of care techniques to oversee enrollees’ use of services. The large majority of indemnity plans now have utilization review programs and patient management programs through which they limit or control access to certain services or providers. In addition, some FFS plans have estab-

---


24. It is important to note the difference between health plans that use management of care techniques and managed care organizations. In the former, the insurance mechanism is completely separate from the provision of care, while in the latter there is often a blurring of the line between the insurer and the provider. Managed care organizations include PPOs and HMOs.

25. Memorandum from Sandra Christensen to the Health Staff of the Congressional Budget Office regarding Managed Care and the Medicare Program 2-3 (Apr. 26, 1995) (on file with author).

26. These programs include: prior authorization for certain services (especially for non-emergency hospital admissions); use of gatekeepers (i.e., a primary care physician who assumes responsibility for, reviews, and approves all medical care the patient receives, including care from specialists); concurrent review of hospital use to ensure
lished networks of preferred providers. Often these providers accept some of the plan's medical oversight and cost containment measures, and patients who use these preferred providers enjoy reduced cost-sharing requirements.27

A PPO represents a risk-bearing managed care plan that integrates the health care financing function with the health care delivery system. In exchange for a premium payment, the plan agrees to provide enrollees with any covered medical service they may require during the period, but enrollees must choose from a limited list of providers over whom the PPO has considerable oversight. The insurer remains at risk for the costs of its enrollees' care. However, the PPO shares this risk with the providers who treat the enrollees.28 The providers typically agree to accept some financial risk for the patient in the form of reduced or negotiated prices. Providers usually participate in many different PPOs simultaneously and remain independent businesses (i.e., independent medical practices or hospitals).

An HMO is a risk-bearing managed care plan which further integrates health care financing and health care delivery. HMOs often pay providers on a capitated, or other fixed payment basis, for the patients they treat.29 Providers are not paid for each office visit. Instead they are paid for all the treatment an individual requires (whether used or not) during a defined time period. The providers then bear a substantial financial risk since the link between services provided and payment is severed. Providers who share this level of risk have a financial stake in controlling utilization, avoiding unnecessary services, keeping hospital stays short, and keeping patients healthy by providing preventive care services.30

There are several types of HMOs, from the least integrated and controlled model (an "independent practice association") to the most integrated and controlled model (a "staff model"). An in-

27. Id.
dependent practice association (IPA) contracts with a number of separate physician practices and hospitals to provide care for the HMO's patients. Each HMO enrollee must choose, or is assigned, a physician. The physicians remain in their independent practices and may treat other patients along with the IPA's enrollees. As part of their contract with the plan, the physicians are subject to the plan's oversight when treating IPA patients. The group model HMO contracts with a group of physicians and other health care providers who serve only the HMO's enrollees. The HMO has complete oversight over these physicians' entire practice. Finally, the staff model HMO fully integrates physicians and health care providers into the health care plan as salaried employees who practice medicine according to plan standards and protocols. Staff model HMOs often provide health care facilities and it is not uncommon for staff model HMOs to have an exclusive arrangement or ownership interest in hospitals and other residential care facilities.

HMOs may be for-profit or not-for-profit. Although many of the original giants that still dominate the market are not-for-profit (e.g., Kaiser Permanente), for-profit HMOs currently represent the fastest growing segment in managed care.

HMOs, PPOs and other managed care organizations employ a variety of techniques to control costs and to manage patient care. Most require extensive utilization review programs and patient management programs. They often offer services in one location to reduce overhead costs. Integrated, electronic patient records are standard. Practitioner behavior is closely monitored and controlled. For example, in-plan providers may be required to attend continuing education programs and to comply with education and treatment protocols. Cash bonuses reward appropriate provider behavior, and fee reductions punish inappropriate behavior. While IPAs generally allow patients to self-refer to in-plan specialists, most group and staff HMOs restrict access to specialists by requiring a referral from a patient's primary care physician who serves as a gatekeeper.

31. Kongstvedt, supra note 28, at 32.
32. Id. at 31.
33. Id. at 30.
35. Christensen, supra note 25, at 2.
In recent years, some managed care plans have begun to offer an open-ended or point of service (POS) option to its enrollees. This alternative allows members to use out-of-plan providers for any patient encounter but subjects them to a substantial cost sharing. Because it does not completely restrict patient choice, POS is an attractive option and currently represents the fastest growing managed care option.\(^3\)

As previously noted, health insurance choices range from the totally unrestricted FFS to the highly controlled staff model HMO. This range of choices corresponds to a range of costs for health care services. Generally speaking, the ability of an insurance plan to control costs is directly proportional to its ability to control provider and patient behavior. For equal benefit coverage, an FFS plan generally costs more than an HMO. An HMO has the ability to strictly control the use of resources, something not possible in the FFS environment. POS options generally increase costs because patients can go out of network to receive treatment.\(^3\)

Many larger employers have forgone the various types of health plans now available and have chosen to self-insure.\(^3\) These employers cover the costs of their employees' health care directly. Often, self-insured firms contract with an insurer to serve as a third-party administrator managing the program for a fee and paying claims from employer funds.

**Federal Health Insurance Programs**

As part of the Social Security Amendments of 1965, Congress established the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Medicare is a health insurance program for the elderly and the disabled. Medicaid is a medical assistance program for needy individuals. Together these programs help pay for health care for more than 65 million Americans.\(^3\)

**Medicare**

Medicare is the federal entitlement program, created by Title XVIII—Health Insurance for the Aged and Disabled, a 1965 amendment to the Social Security Act,\(^4\) providing health insur-

---

37. See Congressional Budget Office, Memorandum: The Effects of Managed Care and Managed Competition 7 (1995).
39. See *supra* notes 1-2 and accompanying text.
Insurance benefits to persons over the age of 65 and to others eligible for Social Security benefits. The program consists of two sub-programs, known as Part A and Part B.

Medicare Part A, the Hospital Insurance Program, automatically enrolls all persons at age sixty-five if they are entitled to benefits under the Old Age, Survivors, Disability and Health Insurance Program or the Federal Railroad Retirement Program.\(^4\) In addition, Part A covers persons under 65 who have been eligible for disability for more than two years\(^4\) and insured workers (and their dependents) requiring renal dialysis or kidney transplants.\(^4\)

Medicare Part A provides coverage for in-patient hospital services, up to 100 days of post hospital skilled nursing facility (SNF) care, hospice care, and home health services.\(^4\) Beneficiaries must pay certain cost-sharing charges. In 1996, the deductible for in-patient hospital care was $736 per benefit period.\(^4\) A benefit period is defined as the period beginning when a patient enters a hospital and ending when she has not been in a hospital or SNF for sixty days.\(^4\) Patients requiring SNF care are subject to daily coinsurance charges for the twenty-first through one hundredth day.\(^4\) In 1996, that charge was $92.00.\(^4\) Although there are limited charges for hospice care, no charges are imposed for "services furnished to such individual which constitute hospice care, regardless of the setting in which such services are furnished."\(^4\)

The Hospital Insurance Trust Fund finances Medicare Part A.\(^5\) All working Americans and their employers pay a payroll tax that is deducted directly from paychecks and deposited into this trust fund. Employers and employees each contribute 1.45% of annual taxable earnings; self-employed workers contribute 2.90% of their taxable earnings.\(^5\)

Medicare Part B, the Supplementary Medical Insurance Program,\(^5\) represents the voluntary portion of Medicare that provides

---

42. Id.
51. BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FEDERAL HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND, supra note 1, at 1.
coverage for physician services, laboratory services, durable medical equipment, outpatient hospital services, and other medical services.\textsuperscript{53} All persons entitled to Part A, the Hospital Insurance Program, are eligible for Part B. Upon enrollment, Part B beneficiaries receive supplementary medical insurance in exchange for monthly premiums.\textsuperscript{54} General government revenues and premiums paid by beneficiaries finance Medicare Part B. In 1996, both aged and disabled beneficiaries pay a monthly premium of $42.50.\textsuperscript{55} Medicaid pays the Part B premium for many low-income elderly. General tax revenues pay the remaining program costs.

Medicare's costs now top $150 billion per year. They are increasing at an approximate rate of 10.5\% annually.\textsuperscript{56} Within seven years, experts predict that Medicare will exhaust its trust fund for Part A payments.\textsuperscript{57} As the number of elderly drawing benefits increases, and the average lifetime benefit per beneficiary rises, and the number of workers supporting the trust fund decreases, the trust fund's future seems increasingly threatened. According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Medicare must realize savings of $165 billion over the next seven years to remain solvent.\textsuperscript{58} The impending crisis has sparked intense debate about how to provide quality care to the elderly at lower costs. Policy makers face the following options: (1) cutting payments to providers; (2) raising costs to beneficiaries; (3) enrolling beneficiaries into managed care plans, or (4) raising the Medicare tax or other taxes.\textsuperscript{59}

Cutting payments to providers, although politically viable, could jeopardize some essential and already vulnerable providers.\textsuperscript{60} For

\textsuperscript{53} 42 U.S.C. § 1395k (1994).
\textsuperscript{54} 42 U.S.C. § 1395r (1994).
\textsuperscript{56} George Anders and Laurie McGinley, Managed Eldercare: HMOs Are Signing Up New Class of Member: The Group in Medicare, WALL ST. J., Apr. 27, 1995, at A1.
\textsuperscript{57} BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FEDERAL HOSPITAL INSURANCE TRUST FUND, \textit{supra} note 1, at 3.
\textsuperscript{58} Milt Freudenheim, Medicare, Jot This Down: Employers Offer Valuable Lessons On Saving Money With Managed Care, N.Y. TIMES, May 31, 1995, at D1.
\textsuperscript{59} In addition, efforts to stamp out fraud and abuse and to increase program efficiencies will bolster the trust fund. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has several offices charged with detecting fraud and abuse, developing innovative models for delivery of care to beneficiaries, evaluating medical technology, and developing medical practice guidelines. Medicare's administrative budget is approximately 2\% of program costs, much less than the overhead of commercial insurers which often exceed 10\%. Interview with Steven A. Kroll, Director of Federal Relations Healthcare Association of New York State, in Washington, D.C. (July 1, 1995).
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
example, many hospitals in inner-city and rural areas currently operate at a loss. Excessively burdensome cuts could force these providers to close.\textsuperscript{61} Raising costs to beneficiaries is politically unpopular, as is increasing Medicare or other taxes.

Managed care is increasingly viewed as an important component of any effort to restore the Medicare Trust Fund and rein in the cost of this federal program.\textsuperscript{62} Many lawmakers and some health policy experts view HMOs and other managed care plans as the most effective way to reduce the rate at which health care costs for those over 65 increases. Noting that the private sector has slowed health care costs in part by adopting managed care techniques, advocates argue that billions of dollars could be saved each year if senior citizens were encouraged to enroll in managed care programs.\textsuperscript{63} However, the amount saved by managed care plans directly relates to the level of control exerted over the insured.\textsuperscript{64} In the current political environment, it may be difficult for the federal government to limit the health care choices of the elderly. Moreover, managed care organizations owe much of their success to their efforts in keeping people healthy. But elderly persons are more likely to get sick and need medical care regardless of preventive efforts. Thus, it is unclear whether Medicare could achieve extensive savings by expanding managed care programs. In fact, studies by the Congressional Budget Office and General Accounting Office indicate that the cost savings from Medicare managed care could be illusory.\textsuperscript{65}

Currently, Medicare enrolls approximately 9\% of its beneficiaries in managed care plans.\textsuperscript{66} Of these, 7\% are in Medicare risk contracts that accept a fixed payment to treat beneficiaries and 2\% are enrolled in HMOs that have opted to participate in Medicare but receive payment on a cost-of-treatment basis.\textsuperscript{67}

The remaining 91\% of Medicare enrollees are in Medicare’s fee-for-service sector, which utilizes limited management-of-care tech-

\textsuperscript{61.} Id.
\textsuperscript{62.} Id. For instance, the Balanced Budget Act of 1995, passed by Congress and vetoed by the President, would have expanded Medicare managed care significantly.
\textsuperscript{64.} See supra note 37 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{66.} Christensen, \textit{supra} note 25, at 4.
\textsuperscript{67.} Id.
niques. Medicare currently influences treatment of these fee-for-service beneficiaries in two ways. First, Medicare's Peer Review Organizations (PROs) monitor the necessity of hospital admissions and the appropriateness of care provided in hospitals. Second, through its prospective payment system for hospitals and relative value scale payment system for physicians, Medicare gives providers strong financial incentives to manage effectively the resources used to treat each beneficiary. Medicare currently pays substantially discounted prices for both hospital and physician services. The program pays approximately 90% of costs and less than the average amount paid by private insurers for a given set of hospital services.

All Medicare-certified hospitals and physicians who accept Medicare assignments are bound by Medicare's payment rates. These providers may collect nothing from patients beyond the program's cost sharing limits. For physicians who are nonparticipating and will not accept assignment, the amount they can charge patients is limited to no more than 115% of Medicare's payment rates.

The future of the Medicare program is currently at the center of national policy debate. Given current revenue and spending projections, the Medicare Part A Trust will run out of money early in the twenty-first century. Both Congress and the President have proposed reducing the rate of growth of Medicare expenditures as part of their seven-year plans to balance the federal budget. In 1995, the 104th Congress passed Medicare provisions that would reduce the rate of growth of Medicare spending by $221 billion between fiscal years 1997 and 2002. However, this legislation was vetoed by President Clinton, who was willing to accept no more than $124 billion in Medicare reductions. Although a number of Medicare proposals have since been advanced, a resolution is un-

68. Id.
69. Id. at 5.
70. Id.
71. Celinda M. Franco, Medicare: Description of Hospital Reimbursement of Inpatient Hospital Care Under the Prospective Payment System 6 (Congressional Research Service Report to Congress No. 93-230, Feb. 17, 1993).
73. 42 U.S.C. § 1395w-4(g) (1994).
74. See supra notes 56-58 and accompanying text.
likely in the near future. However, the Medicare program's long term financial health will continue to take center stage in 1997 as costs continue to increase, the trust fund balance drops, and the nation's population continues to age.

Medicaid

Medicaid is a joint federal-state program, created by Title XIX—Medical Assistance, a 1965 amendment to the Social Security Act, providing health care benefits to indigent and medically indigent persons. The program provides insurance for recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC—the main federal welfare program), the disabled, and increasing numbers of children and pregnant women living in low-income households. Medicaid also covers the cost of nursing home care for elderly Americans who have exhausted their resources. In addition, Medicaid provides special payments to assist hospitals treating disproportionately large numbers of poor and uninsured people.

In 1993, Medicaid paid for the health care of 3.7 million elderly persons, 4.9 million blind and disabled persons, 7.4 million adults in families (mostly the mothers of eligible children), and 16.1 million children. The cost of providing coverage to these 32.1 million individuals totaled $124.9 billion. With annual increases in the number of individuals who meet the program's eligibility requirements, Medicaid's expenditures are increasing at an average rate of 10.7% per year. The federal-state tab for Medicaid is expected to reach $170 billion in fiscal year 1996 and to provide coverage for more than 37 million Americans.

Medicaid covers a broad range of services with few or no cost-sharing requirements, thus ensuring that the poorest, most vulnerable populations do not encounter financial barriers to health

---

76. See, e.g., President Clinton's Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Request, Submitted to Congress Feb. 5, 1996.
82. Id.
84. Colette Fraley, States Guard Their Borders as Medicaid Talks Begin, CONG. Q. WKLY. REP., June 10, 1995, at 1638.
services. The federally-mandated benefits package includes in-patient and outpatient hospital care, physician, midwife, and certified nurse practitioner services, laboratory and X-ray services, family planning, nursing home and home health care, and early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment for children under age 21.86

The states administer their Medicaid programs through agencies which are subject to federal statutes, regulations, and guidelines.87 States have broad discretion in designing and administering their Medicaid programs. At their discretion, states may add extra benefits.88 Each state must operate its Medicaid program under a state plan, submitted to and approved by the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), a unit of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.89 The state plan must detail eligibility, benefits, payment rates, and other program features. A state must also submit any amendments to an existing Medicaid plan, and receive HCFA approval before implementing changes in its program.90

The federal government and the states jointly finance Medicaid services and the associated administrative costs. States often share their Medicaid financing burden with city and county governments. Each year Congress makes federal funds available to match those funds expended by each state. The federal government matches state expenditures for health care services covered under the plan of each state according to a formula that is based on the state's per capita income.91

States may apply to HCFA for waivers of federal statutory requirements in order to develop cost-effective alternative methods of service delivery under their Medicaid programs. States often seek a freedom-of-choice waiver, under which a state may waive a recipient's right to unlimited provider choice.92 The freedom-of-choice waiver allows states to implement statewide, mandatory managed care demonstration programs that broaden coverage.93

89. 42 U.S.C. § 1396a(b) (1994).
90. Id.
93. Id. See THE KAISER COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF MEDICAID, supra note 2, at 2. As of January, 1995, nine states had been granted waivers and several more had applied and were awaiting HCFA approval. Id.
At present, 23% of the Medicaid population, representing about 7.8 million Americans, receives medical coverage through HMOs and other managed care plans. Medicaid managed care models range from HMOs using prepaid capitated care to loose networks contracting with selected providers for discounted services. HMOs view those eligible for Medicaid as a major source of future enrollment growth. By providing Medicaid patients with their own primary care doctors, HMOs believe they can sharply curtail the use of high-cost emergency room care and rein in surging costs while simultaneously improving health care for the poor and improving the treatment of individuals with chronic diseases.

But the shift to managed Medicaid has come at a price. Florida, which has spent the past five years trying to move as many Medicaid patients as possible into managed care to help curb costs, has struggled to crack down on widespread abuses, including fraudulent marketing and lapses in care. Many Medicaid recipients have reported mistreatment by HMOs or their sales representatives. Managed care plans are not always recipient-friendly. For example, a recipient may enroll in an HMO with facilities on the other side of the state, or a recipient may not fully understand the way in which the plan operates (e.g., restricted choice).

The implementation of Medicaid managed care plans is further complicated by states’ attempts to balance two competing concerns: (1) trying to promote the growth of Medicaid HMOs in an effort to save money and provide coverage for more people, and (2) enforcing quality-of-care standards. For example, in 1993, Tennessee proposed a five-year managed care demonstration program requiring several waivers to the Medicaid program. The program, known as Tenn Care, provides health care benefits to Medicaid recipients, uninsured state residents, and those whose medical conditions make them uninsurable. All enrollees must receive medical care through capitated managed care plans—either HMOs or PPOs. Tenn Care has experienced several problems. Experts believe it went too far too fast, creating access problems and severe

95. Id.
economic dislocation for health care providers. It stretched Medicaid dollars further by providing coverage to more people.  

Changes to the Medicaid program are an important factor in the historic balanced budget debate between the 104th Congress and the Clinton Administration. The federal fiscal year 1996 budget reconciliation bill approved by Congress and vetoed by President Clinton would have reduced the rate of federal Medicaid spending by $133 billion over seven years.  

Several months of on-and-off budget negotiations between President Clinton, Republican congressional leaders, the nation's governors, and groups of moderate senators and representatives have hinged, in part, on Medicaid reform. The Republican leadership advocates turning program control over to the states in the form of block grants. Under this approach, each state would receive a limited annual lump sum from the federal government to administer its program in whatever manner it sees fit. States would determine eligibility, benefits, and payment rates with minimal federal oversight. The President, governors, and moderate members of Congress prefer to reduce spending by instituting a per-capita ceiling that would limit the amount of federal spending per Medicaid recipient. To date, the future of the Medicaid program remains uncertain.

The Uninsured and Underinsured

The problems of the uninsured and underinsured plague our nation's health care system. The uninsured and underinsured pay for only a fraction of the health care they receive. Through cost-shifting, a substantial amount of Medicare, Medicaid, and private insurance funds actually pay for the care of those unable to afford it. The best estimates indicate that the number of people without any health insurance rose from 31 million in 1987 to 39.7 million in 1993. "During [the] same period, the proportion of the popula-

98. Id.
101. Id.
102. Id.
tion without insurance increased from 12.9% to 15.3%.”

In 1993, an estimated 9.5 million of the uninsured were children. Over 83% of the uninsured belonged to families that included a working adult. Self-employed, part-time workers, and full-time workers in low-wage industries were most likely to lack coverage for themselves or their families.

A larger proportion of the poor than of the non-poor lack insurance. In 1993, 29.3% of the poor had no health insurance, while 12.8% of the non-poor lacked insurance. But the large majority of people without insurance fall above the federal poverty line. Of those without insurance in 1994, 71% had incomes above the poverty line. The lack of health insurance significantly impedes access to health care services. Spending per person on those without insurance only amounts to slightly less than two-thirds of spending for people who have insurance, and the uninsured generally receive lower quality care than that received by insured individuals.

More than 10 million Americans are estimated to be underinsured. Although insured, their policies do not cover all of their anticipated medical needs. Americans who purchase only catastrophic coverage must pay for routine check-ups and preventive care services out-of-pocket. As a result, they often neglect these important health care services. Many Americans have health insurance policies that do not cover pre-existing conditions. Others are covered by insurance plans that impose spending caps. When someone covered by such a policy becomes sick, she may easily reach this cap and become financially devastated by her illness.

Several factors contribute to the rising number of underinsured and uninsured. For most privately insured Americans, health insurance coverage is tied to employment. When these Americans
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change or lose their jobs, no guarantee exists that they or their families will remain insured. Increasing health care costs encourage many employers to reduce benefits or to require larger employee contributions. Other employers limit insurance to employees and are unwilling to subsidize spousal and dependent coverage. Still others choose to drop health insurance altogether. Some employees opt for cash rather than health insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{113} Medical underwriting (whereby applicants are rated according to age and health status), waiting periods, and lack of coverage for pre-existing conditions also make health insurance unattractive to those most likely to need it.\textsuperscript{114}

Risk selection and experience rating often aggravate the problems of the under- and uninsured. As health care costs rise, younger, healthier individuals and those who must seek out health insurance on their own (e.g., the self-employed) often decline to or cannot afford to purchase health insurance. Furthermore, when it comes to health care expenses, the Internal Revenue Code, even as amended, discriminates between individuals and businesses. Self-employed individuals can deduct only 30\% of their health care insurance expenses in 1996, increasing to 40\% in 1997, 45\% in 1997 through 2002, 50\% in 2003, 60\% in 2004, 70\% in 2005, 80\% in 2006 and thereafter.\textsuperscript{115} Businesses can deduct 100\% of their employees’ health insurance expenses.\textsuperscript{116} And because large employers who provide health insurance to their workers typically demand experience rating for their group, insurers cannot adequately spread risk. The result is high-priced insurance for individual and small group purchasers.\textsuperscript{117}

The current restructuring of the health care system has not alleviated the plight of the underinsured and uninsured. The increasing presence of for-profit entities in the health care system has transferred funds to shareholders. For instance, for-profit HMOs negotiate rate reductions with hospitals. The HMOs reap substantial returns while hospitals struggle to recoup their losses, often in the form of reduced services.\textsuperscript{118} In the case of public not-for-profit
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hospitals that provide a disproportionately large amount of free care to the uninsured, these already financially vulnerable facilities can cut costs only by reducing services to the poor and the uninsured.119

When the uninsured and underinsured do obtain access to the health care system, they frequently cannot afford to pay the full cost of their care. As a result, both physicians and hospitals accept losses in the form of uncompensated care.120 The burden of uncompensated care does not fall evenly on providers. Public and teaching hospitals provide a disproportionate share of uncompensated care compared to proprietary and voluntary nonteaching hospitals.

After a year-long struggle, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, popularly known as the Kassebaum-Kennedy Act (KKA), was signed into law on August 21, 1996.121 At its core, the measure is designed to improve portability and continuity of health insurance coverage in the group and individual markets.122 It also includes provisions to promote the use of medical savings accounts and improve access to long-term care.

**Portability and Continuity Reforms**

*Guaranteed Issue*

KKA regulates the availability of private health insurance coverage by requiring health insurance issuers to cover any group or individual who applies, without regard to health status or claims experience.123 Insurers that offer general coverage in a given state’s small group market are required to offer coverage to every small
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employer (defined as two to fifty employees) that applies for such coverage.

All issuers in the individual market will be required to offer coverage to all eligible individuals moving from group to individual coverage. To be eligible, the individual (1) must have been covered under one or more health plans for the past eighteen months; (2) must not be eligible for group coverage, Medicare, or Medicaid; and (3) must have exhausted continuation of coverage under COBRA. Insurers may offer (1) a choice among all their plans, (2) a choice between their two most popular plans, or (3) a choice between two new policies, one with a high deductible and one with a low deductible. KKA also provides for special enrollment periods under group coverage for employees who experience a change in family composition, employment status, or employment status of a family member. During these periods, employees must be offered the opportunity to enroll in the plan if they previously declined coverage or to change the individual or family basis of coverage.

**Guaranteed Renewal**

The law requires insurers, with certain exceptions, to renew coverage in a group health plan, which is a multi-employer plan, without regard to health status or use of services. An insurer may, however, discontinue coverage in cases of non-payment of premium, fraud, or similar reasons unrelated to health status.

**Preexisting Condition Restrictions**

KKA limits periods before preexisting conditions are covered in group market insurance. Specifically, the law limits to twelve months the period in which a group insurer could refuse or limit coverage for a health condition that was treated or diagnosed on the six-month period before enrollment. The twelve-month period is reduced by the period of continuous coverage before enrollment. KKA does not limit the use of preexisting condition restrictions in the individual market, except for eligible people who move from group to individual coverage.
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Tax-Related Health Provisions: Medical Savings Accounts

KKA includes a medical savings account demonstration project. From 1997 through 2000, 750,000 policyholders may open medical savings accounts. The trial population includes employees of companies of fifty or fewer, self-employed individuals, and unemployed persons. Individuals would purchase high deductible insurance plans (i.e., catastrophic coverage). They would then open a medical savings account to which tax-deductible contributions could be made.

In addition to earnings on the account being taxfree, individuals may draw money from the account to pay for qualified medical expenses, taxfree. For individuals age sixty-five and under, withdrawals for other purposes are subject to an early withdrawal penalty of 15% and are taxable. Individuals over age 65 may withdraw for other purposes without incurring the 15% penalty.

Long-Term Care Insurance and Services

Prior to the enactment of KKA, long-term care insurance premiums were generally not deductible for federal income tax purposes. Under the new law, the cost of long-term care insurance premiums, as well as the cost of qualified long-term care service, is included in the definition of deductible medical care, up to specified, annual dollar limits. To the extent that the cost of long-term care premiums and services qualify as medical services, their cost is subject to various limitations on deductibility.

Accelerated Death Benefits

Chronically or terminally ill individuals may receive life insurance policy benefits before death without federal income tax con-
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sequences. Thus, a chronically or terminally ill person can cash in or sell a life insurance policy without paying any tax, and use the proceeds to pay for the cost of health care.

Individual Retirement Accounts

KKA allows taxpayers who spend more than 7.5% of their adjusted gross income on medical expenses to withdraw money from tax-deferred individual retirement accounts without incurring the 10% tax penalty on early withdrawals. In addition, the 10% tax penalty does not apply to certain unemployed individuals who withdraw to pay for medical insurance.

II. Current Status of Community Based Care

Introduction

This section first discusses, in general terms, the delivery of ambulatory health care in the United States. It next focuses on the delivery of four specific types of community-based health care: (1) free clinics, (2) community health clinics, (3) hospital clinics, and (4) for-profit clinics.

Ambulatory Health Care Delivery

Diversity characterizes the U.S. health care delivery system. Apart from community-based health care clinics discussed later in this section, three major types of ambulatory health care delivery exist: private practice, managed health care organizations, and hospitals.

Private Practice

Private medical practices in the United States have typically been run on a fee-for-service basis. A physician in private practice delivers care to a patient in return for monetary compensa-
tion. Private practice has functioned as the dominant means by which physicians deliver health care in the United States.

**Managed Health care Organizations**

Managed health care organizations attempt to deliver health care in an economically efficient manner by managing patient care. Typically, managed health care organizations use primary care providers, usually physicians, to act as gatekeepers. The primary care provider sees the organization’s members for both regular check-ups and medical problems. When a member reports a medical problem, the primary care provider evaluates whether the member should be sent to a specialist for treatment. Controlling member access to other health care providers enables a managed care organization to control costs better.

**Hospitals**

Hospitals typically offer traditional in-patient and outpatient (same day) treatment, and emergency services. Although revenues from in-patient services remain the main source of income for
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most hospitals, outpatient, or ambulatory, services are becoming increasingly important. In recent years, third party payers have become increasingly reluctant to pay for in-patient treatments, forcing hospitals to look for alternative means to meet their expenses and keep their doors open.

Hospital emergency departments are designed to treat individuals who need immediate medical attention. But emergency departments in many hospitals, especially public hospitals, are crowded with individuals who otherwise lack access to the health care system. As one hospital administrator noted, "[t]he use of emergency rooms for primary care has become so routine that some patients, particularly indigent ones, name their ER physicians when asked about their primary care-giver." Because many emergency room patients are indigent or are Medicaid recipients, they end up not only crowding out those truly in need of emergency care, but also costing hospitals money because their care is not fully compensated. Furthermore, because the care received by the patients is primarily episodic, it does not have the long-term benefits more continuous care provides.

To address the problems of shrinking in-patient populations and emergency department overcrowding, hospitals have expanded their ambulatory care programs. Underlying such initiatives is the realization by hospitals that primary care is the access point of patients into the health care delivery system.
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156. Howard J. Anderson, Hospitals Seek New Ways to Integrate Health Care, Hosp. & Health Networks, Feb. 5, 1992, at 26. This expanded form of hospital care is known as “vertical integration.” Because hospitals are still developing vertically integrated delivery systems, a universal model does not exist. According to some experts, however, such systems will probably have in common the following: (1) the development of a continuum of health care, with a primary care network as the focal
Community-Based Health care Clinics

Community-based health care clinics have delivered primary care for years. This article next examines the current delivery of primary health care through four types of community-based health care facilities: free clinics, community health centers, hospital clinics, and for-profit clinics.

Free Clinics

In an attempt to deal with the large number of uninsured Americans, hundreds of free clinics have been established in the United States. Because the initiatives for these clinics are extremely local in nature, the clinics have varying organizational structures, services, and patients, and provide different treatments.

Most free clinics are run by predominantly volunteer staffs. There is usually a paid executive director and possibly one or two other paid support personnel. The remainder of a free clinic's health care staff typically includes a varying mixture of physician assistants, nurse practitioners, doctors, dentists, dental assistants, psychiatrists, medical students, nurses, social workers, pharmacists, and lay people who volunteer their time by working at the clinic site and/or accepting uncompensated referrals.

point; (2) the integration of health care services, allowing patients to move efficiently through the system; and (3) the collection of data concerning community impact so that hospitals may be held accountable for meeting their missions. Id. at 30. Vertically integrated systems encompass various components, including health clinics and clinic networks, long-term care facilities, urgi- and emergi-care centers, surgi-care centers, and drug treatment programs. Mezey & Lawrence, supra note 138, at 140.

Because most clinics receive only a minority of their funding from their local governments, a free clinic's ability to serve its patients' needs depends on the generosity of its community. Free clinics obtain much of their funding through grants and through individual and corporate donations. For example, in 1993 the Bradley Free Clinic in Roanoke, Virginia received 27% of its budget from the United Way, 40% from foundation grants, 17% from county and government grants, and the remaining 16% from individual and corporate donations. The Los Angeles Free Clinic receives one-third of its budget from state, county, and city governments and the remainder through private donations. In addition to monetary donations, many corporations support free clinics by donating their health care products. For example, donations in kind by physicians and hospitals enable clinics to distribute drugs they could not otherwise afford. Illustrative is the Bradley Free Clinic, which has an annual operating budget of $300,000, but supplied its patients with $315,000 worth of donated drugs in 1993.

Free clinics provide general ambulatory care and are neither equipped nor intended to treat complex, acute cases requiring hospitalization. The specific services each clinic offers varies greatly. Some clinics offer only the most basic services such as blood pressure checks and school physicals. Others offer a broad range of services, such as dermatological, ob-gyn, and dental
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services.171 Still others offer substance abuse and psychological counseling.172

The medical services offered by clinics are generally dictated by their communities’ needs. Because they are so local in nature, clinics have the ability to see trends in their communities and to adapt to them.173 For example, in Cuyahoga County, Ohio, where there are an estimated 7,000 to 8,000 intravenous drug users and a resurgence of heroin use has occurred, the Free Clinic of Greater Cleveland operates a free needle exchange service174. Similarly, the Kansas City Free Clinic, located in Kansas City, Missouri, plans to open a clinic run by Native American doctors, nurses, and case managers to treat the four federally recognized Indian tribes that reside within 100 miles.175

Although clinics are responsive to their communities’ needs, they are mindful of not duplicating readily available services. For example, the free clinic chain that operates in central Iowa does not offer obstetrical examinations, X-rays, or major lab work because those services are provided by other facilities or by specialists who accepts the clinic’s referrals without compensation.176

Through ease of location and expanded hours of operation, clinics alleviate access and transportation problems, both of which plague the communities they serve.177 Clinics are generally located in areas in which most of their clients reside, thereby reducing transportation problems.178 Most clinics remain open in the evening, enabling their working clients to take advantage of clinic services without missing work.179

Free clinics tend to deliver two types of care: episodic and continuous. Episodic care addresses an individual’s problems as they arise. Patients who receive episodic care turn to the clinic because they are experiencing an acute medical crisis. These patients will
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probably not return to the clinic once treated for their ailment.\textsuperscript{180} For instance, the Los Angeles Free Clinic sees many of its patients only once.\textsuperscript{181} Although episodic care addresses the immediate needs of the patients, it fails to establish a more permanent relationship between patients and care-givers. Nonetheless, episodic care provided by clinics offers indigent patients primary care. In turn, this primary care alternative relieves emergency departments that would otherwise bear the burden of providing primary care to these patients.\textsuperscript{182}

Although episodic treatment focuses on addressing the immediate needs of the patient, it can also detect potentially serious health risks. As one free clinic volunteer recounted, "[W]e saw a patient here who came in with a cold, but when we checked her out, she had tremendous high blood pressure, and didn’t know it, hadn’t been treated for it. If she had gone another six months without any treatment, there’s a fair likelihood she’d have had a stroke."\textsuperscript{183} Although episodic treatment does not serve as a substitute for comprehensive preventive care, it does offer a degree of medical care to people who would probably not otherwise receive any treatment.\textsuperscript{184}

In addition to episodic care, some clinics offer care which is more continuous in nature. The Heartland Community Health Clinic, for example, has an active caseload of 1,000 patients who go to the clinic regularly for their medical needs.\textsuperscript{185} Although this care is continuous, it does not provide patients true continuity of care.\textsuperscript{186} When an individual receives care at a private practice or at an HMO facility, he or she establishes an ongoing relationship with one care-giver who follows his or her medical progress. By contrast, a patient who visits a free clinic will probably not see the same care-giver on two successive visits.\textsuperscript{187} Instead, a patient will be seen by the care-giver who happens to be volunteering at the time of the appointment.\textsuperscript{188} Without continuous care provided by
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one care-giver, a patient cannot receive comprehensive health care.\textsuperscript{189}

Each free clinic establishes criteria for the individuals it will treat. Some free clinics will not turn an individual away even if he or she can afford to pay for treatment.\textsuperscript{190} Other free clinics screen patients to assure that they fall within the clinic's financial guidelines for treatment eligibility.\textsuperscript{191} Although a typical free clinic serves many groups, including homeless persons, HIV/AIDS patients, runaways, and prostitutes,\textsuperscript{192} the working poor compose a fast-growing component of the clinic's clientele.\textsuperscript{193} The working poor are individuals who work but cannot afford insurance of any kind. They are "too affluent for Medicaid but too far down the income ladder to afford health insurance on their own, too young for Medicare and too underemployed to be covered by an employer's policy."\textsuperscript{194} Without free clinics, the working poor would fall between the cracks.\textsuperscript{195}

\textit{United States Bureau of Primary Health care Programs}

The U.S. Bureau of Primary Health Care administers nine major federal grant programs designed to support primary health services for medically underserved, disadvantaged, high-risk, and hard-to-reach populations.\textsuperscript{196} These nine programs include the Community Health Center Program, the Migrant Health Program, School-Based Clinics, the Health Care for the Homeless Program, the Federally Qualified Health Center Look-Alike Program, and the Rural Health Clinics Program.\textsuperscript{197}
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Community Health Clinics and Migrant Health Clinics

Community Health Clinics (CHCs), formerly Neighborhood Health Clinics, are private, not-for-profit health clinics owned and operated by local communities. Originally designed to provide comprehensive health care and social services for the poor, these clinics now strive to bring cost-efficient, affordable health care to the medically underserved in urban and rural areas. Currently, over 500 CHCs serve approximately 6,000,000 people annually.

Like CHCs, migrant health clinics (MHCs) try to bring cost-effective, affordable health care to migrant populations. To address the special needs of migrants, MHCs also incorporate efforts to emphasize environmental health services and patient mobility. Initially, the vast majority of the CHC/MHC client population fell below the poverty level. Today, however, CHCs/MHCs serve a mixture of patients at, below, and above the poverty level. This change resulted from two factors. First, clinics have expanded into rural areas with more affluent populations. Second, clinics have actively sought patients who can afford to pay for services to make up for federal funding shortfalls.

Nevertheless, the vast majority of CHC/MHC patients are uninsured or receive publicly provided health insurance. Specifically, 49% are uninsured, and 39% receive publicly provided health insurance. A majority of those with public health insurance are Medicaid recipients. Only 12% of CHC/MHC patients have private insurance. The Shawnee Health Service Development Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation that operates five CHC/MHC sites in southern Illinois, has a typical patient population,
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80% of whom are uninsured or receive Medicaid. CHC/MHCs require all patients to pay for services received. Payment is calculated using the national poverty index. Patients at or below the federal poverty level pay a nominal fee. Patients above the poverty level by less than 200% pay on a sliding-scale basis. All other patients pay in full for services rendered.

Although CHC/MHCs are private entities, each represents a public-private partnership between a clinic and the federal government. Under the Public Health Service Act, CHC/MHCs receive approximately 50% of their funding from the federal government. This funding alleviates revenue shortfalls and helps keep the clinics financially sound. To receive federal funding, CHC/MHCs must meet certain federal requirements. The clinics must offer accessible comprehensive care, including physician services, diagnostic and radiological services, preventive care, emergency care, transportation services, and health services information. Clinics must also provide patient case management and must offer appropriate supplemental care and referrals. In addition, clinics must meet federal staffing, productivity, and quality assurance standards.

Federal rules also require control of CHC/MHCs to remain in the hands of their local communities. These rules stem from the premise that a community responds more favorably to ideas generated by its members and will, therefore, more readily accept a clinic with community representation. Community control of a CHC/MHC is established through a governing board, a majority of
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whom are clinic patients.\textsuperscript{224} The board oversees major decisions, including budgetary considerations, and controls clinic operations.\textsuperscript{225} Through the governing board, which has developed the trust of the community and the power to implement changes, CHC/MHCs effectively respond to the needs of their communities.\textsuperscript{226}

In addition to federal funding and patient payments, CHC/MHCs receive funding from local governments, hospitals, private foundations, and public insurers, including Medicare and Medicaid.\textsuperscript{227} Under the Federally Qualified Health Center Program, Medicaid reimburses CHC/MHCs 100\% of reasonable costs, and Medicare reimburses up to 80\% of reasonable costs.\textsuperscript{228}

\textit{School-Based Clinics}

Established in the late 1960s,\textsuperscript{229} the number of school-based clinics (SBCs) skyrocketed in the 1990s\textsuperscript{230} and now number over two hundred nationwide.\textsuperscript{231} SBCs attempt to improve the health of school children through the provision of comprehensive health care.\textsuperscript{232} SBC services typically include primary care, health education programs, and reproductive health services.\textsuperscript{233} Some SBCs offer dental screenings, mental health services, and substance abuse services.\textsuperscript{234} According to a six-cite study conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, such SBC services have successfully improved access to care, resulting in reduced school dismissals, absenteeism, and dropouts.\textsuperscript{235}
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Generally, CHCs manage SBCs, which receive a large portion of their funding through federal grants. Additional SBC funding includes private grants, Medicaid payments, and patient fees.

**Health Care for the Homeless Program**

Under the Health Care for the Homeless Program, HCHs are required to provide homeless persons with comprehensive primary health care services and substance abuse services. In addition, HCHs must have appropriate referral and outreach mechanisms.

**Federally Qualified Health Centers and Look-Alikes**

Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) and FQHC Look-Alikes serve the primary and preventive health needs of Medicaid, Medicare, and medically indigent patients living in designated medically underserved areas. FQHCs are public or private non-profit community health centers funded under the migrant health center, community health center, health care for the homeless, or Medicare Part B programs, and certain Native American tribal programs.

FQHC Look-Alikes are health centers that meet the eligibility requirements for the CHC Program, the MHC Program, or the HCH Program, but do not actually receive funding from these programs. To receive Look-Alike status, a clinic must satisfy four basic conditions. The clinic must: (1) demonstrate community need; (2) deliver a range of primary health care and ancillary services, including preventative care; (3) adhere to specific management and finance criteria; and (4) follow community-based governance requirements. All FQHCs and FQHC Look-Alikes receive partial or total reimbursement of reasonable costs for services to Medicaid and Medicare patients. In addition, the
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FQHC programs provide public health grants to give expanded primary care services to low-income uninsured persons.\(^{247}\)

**Rural Health Clinics Program**

The Rural Health Clinics Program (RHC), the rural counterpart to the FQHC program,\(^{248}\) promotes primary care to medically underserved individuals.\(^{249}\) Like FQHCs, RHCs receive reasonable cost-based Medicaid and Medicare reimbursement.\(^{250}\) However, they receive reimbursement for only 80% of reasonable costs.\(^{251}\) RHCs must provide certain primary care and diagnostic services, meet a threshold level of physician supervision, and make hospital referral arrangements for the admission of individuals needing inpatient care.\(^{252}\) As with FQHCs, federal regulations require RHCs to locate in medically underserved areas.\(^{253}\) Unlike FQHCs, RHCs are not bound by strict community-based governance standards.\(^{254}\)

**Hospital Clinics**

Hospital Clinics represent one means by which hospitals increase the amount of primary health care they provide. Hospital clinics, which have existed since the nineteenth century in voluntary hospitals,\(^{255}\) originally served a charitable function.\(^{256}\) Today, some hospitals continue to own and operate free clinics. For example, U.S. Health Corporation, a Columbus, Ohio-based multihospital system, operates eleven free neighborhood clinics.\(^{257}\) In underserved areas in the Salt Lake City area, Intermountain Health Care operates seven free clinics.\(^{258}\) The majority of hospital clinics, however, require patients not covered by a third-party payer to pay for the medical care they receive in accordance with their means.\(^{259}\)


\(^{248}\) Id.

\(^{249}\) Id.

\(^{250}\) Murphy & Murphy, *supra* note 154.


\(^{253}\) Id.

\(^{254}\) Murphy & Murphy, *supra* note 154.

\(^{255}\) Such hospitals were created and financed by community leaders. Kovner, *supra* note 145, at 163.

\(^{256}\) Mezey & Lawrence, *supra* note 138, at 129.


\(^{258}\) Id.

\(^{259}\) Mezey & Lawrence, *supra* note 138, at 129.
Clinic structures vary among hospitals. Clinics can be either physically attached to a hospital or freestanding. Some hospitals own and operate clinics. Others form partnerships with physician groups or community health clinics. Hospitals may also acquire or form multiple partnerships, resulting in the creation of a primary care network. Finally, hospitals wishing to expand primary care services without starting or acquiring clinics may sponsor the conversion of an existing clinic to a Federally Qualified Health Clinic or Rural Health Clinic. Clinics originally received primary sponsorship from teaching hospitals and medical schools, but these institutions proved less successful in sponsoring community health clinics than community-controlled corporations. By the mid 1970s, community corporations became the sole sponsors of community health clinics.

Although community health centers and hospitals turned away from each other as they began competing for patients, they are now attempting to collaborate. For example, the Plainfield Neighborhood Health Services Corporation, which operates the Plainfield Health Center, and the Muhlenberg Regional Medical Center, an acute-care regional teaching hospital, combined their ambulatory services to eliminate wasteful duplication of medical services and to give medical residents improved outpatient training. Hospitals administrators are also interested in developing relationships with CHC/MHCs because they help relieve emergency room overcrowding and provide primary care access points for the hospitals, thereby serving to enlarge their patient bases. CHC/MHCs are interested in collaborating with hospitals because hospitals generally possess better resources. Additionally, a hospital’s close ties with physicians and other health care professionals can aid in increasing the continuity of care provided to patients.
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Some hospitals, generally public hospitals, are pioneers in the creation of clinical networks. The Parkland Hospital in Dallas, Texas operates a nationally recognized example of such a network. In the late 1980s, Parkland, a public teaching hospital, faced the same emergency room problems as other hospitals across the country. In an effort to curb emergency room use and give its patient population more comprehensive primary care, Parkland introduced a Community Oriented Primary Care (COPC) program in 1989. The COPC program, which includes nine clinics, offers primary care and comprehensive support services, including laboratory, pharmacy, dental, and radiology services. The COPC program attempts to meet the needs of its community by delivering primary care at the neighborhood level.

According to one expert, Parkland's philosophy centers on building a health care system that assumes responsibility for a defined population, focusing on patients in terms of primary and preventive care and public health. Parkland's COPC program remains committed to targeting its services to the community's needs through a formal needs assessment program. This program examines city, county, and state health data to determine the community's greatest health risks. The community-oriented programs implemented by Parkland include a sudden infant death center, which provides counseling for parents; "Project First Step," which follows low-weight babies for five years; and the "Lifespan" program, which teaches teenage mothers about prenatal and maternal care, parenting, and the importance of education.

Observers have concluded that Parkland's COPC program represents a successful model. Before the program started, three-fourths of its patients had never been involved in any form of primary health care. Emergency room visits have dropped 60,000 a
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year from a decade ago. In addition, asthma, diabetes, and hypertension hospital visits have decreased. Although the hospital invested significant funds to start the COPC program, administrators have concluded that this investment will save them money in the future. Parkland is not the dominant model of hospital care, but it serves as a successful model and has attracted national attention. The Parkland model will likely be one example of the future structure of hospitals and the care they will provide.

Although successful community health care programs improve public health, reduce the need for expensive services, extend inpatient services, and alleviate emergency room overcrowding, few private hospitals operate such programs, leaving the task to public hospitals. According to one public hospital administrator, "[a]lthough organizations such as the American Hospital Association constantly discuss the development of community care networks, very few not-for-profit hospital systems are developing them."

**For-Profit Clinics**

The term "for-profit clinic" refers to two types of clinics: ambulatory care centers and ambulatory surgical care centers. Ambulatory care centers (ACCs) began as emergency centers for patients with non-life threatening conditions. These include two types of facilities. The first type, an urgi-center or walk-in clinic, is usually
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283. Id. In an effort to increase their patient bases, hospitals are also investing in ambulatory care centers, including urgi-care, emerig-care, and surgi-care centers. Physician ownership of these centers is decreasing, and hospital ownership is increasing. Joyce Riffer, *Hospitals Becoming Driving Force in ACC Market*, 60 Hosp. & HEALT H NETWORKS 67 (1986). The increase in hospital ownership results from the desire of hospitals to integrate their services vertically, thereby increasing their patient bases through a feeder system. *Id.*

To control the flow of patients in emergency departments, hospitals have adopted triaging programs. Murphy & Murphy, *supra* note 154. Through triage, the condition of each patient is evaluated and classified as emergent or non-emergent. *Id.* If the patient is non-emergent, he or she is redirected to outpatient services, another hospital, or a freestanding clinic. *Id.* The patient obtains appropriate care while leaving the emergency room free for emergent patients. Despite this advantage, triage only redirects patients. Unlike clinic networks, triage fails to establish a continuum of care, providing only episodic care. *Id.*

open seven days a week, twelve hours a day. The second type, an emergi-center, receives patients twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year.285

The number of ACCs in the United States' health care delivery system is growing rapidly. In 1993, there were an estimated 5,492 ACCs in the United States, a 32% increase from the previous year.286 ACCs are attractive to patients because they are open long hours, generally do not require appointments, and usually do not have long waiting periods.287 ACCs emphasize service, making patient satisfaction a high priority.288 In addition, ACCs, which usually operate as for-profit institutions, have lower costs than hospital emergency rooms, due in part to the fact that they do not inflate paying patients' prices to compensate for the care the hospital provides indigent patients.289 In 1993, the average cost for a visit to an ambulatory care center was $60.290 Although ACCs began as an option for injured individuals not in need of a hospital emergency department, they have since expanded into other areas such as primary care, pediatrics, orthopedics, employee health, cancer treatment, diagnostic imaging, physical therapy, and other medical specialties.291 Some centers deal exclusively in specialty treatment such as dialysis and cancer treatment.292

ACCs generally require payment or proof of worker's compensation eligibility at the time services are rendered.293 However, pa-
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patients can receive reimbursement from third-party payers, depending on the individual’s health care policy.294

Originally only physicians owned ACCs.295 Now, ownership of ACCs is divided among physicians, hospitals or hospital systems, and for-profit corporations.296 Hospital-owned centers comprise the fastest growing segment of the ACC industry.297 Although not-for-profit hospitals operate them, most centers are run as for-profit enterprises.298 Hospitals open ACCs to retain patients and increase revenues, although some studies indicate there is no proof that ACCs accomplish either of these goals.299

Ambulatory Surgical Centers (ASCs) perform surgical procedures that do not require an overnight stay.300 Ambulatory surgery grew rapidly in the 1980s because of three developments: new technologies made more outpatient surgery possible; third-party payers encouraged use of them; and patients found ASCs more convenient.301 As of 1993, there were an estimated 1,862 ambulatory surgery centers in the United States. Seventy-seven percent were independent, seventeen percent were corporate-owned, and six percent were hospital-owned.302 Like ACCs, almost all ASCs are run as for-profit enterprises.303 Corporate chains with multiple facilities represent the fastest growing section of ambulatory surgical centers.304

Although freestanding ambulatory facilities provide many benefits, they present two significant problems. The first problem is quality assurance. Public regulation of freestanding centers, which are generally not subject to the same standards as hospitals, varies greatly from state to state and is extremely limited in some cases.305 The second problem is fragmentation of care. Because freestand-
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Community-Based Health Care

Centers specialize in certain types of care, the treatment of patients can become fragmented and lack continuity. 306

III. Strengthening Community-Based Health Care

This part begins by developing the rationale for a decentralized, "bottom-up" community-based approach to health care. It then discusses two specific implementation strategies: encouraging volunteerism and community-based models for reforming health care.

Rationale for Community-Based Health Care

Alienation and loneliness characterize late twentieth century America. Making our institutions smaller and more comprehensible may not only facilitate their revitalization but also provide affordable preventive and primary health care, especially for the uninsured and underinsured. In the future, people may want to assume a greater degree of control over their lives, rather than leaving key decisions and their implementation to far removed, nameless, faceless legislators and bureaucrats. Citizenship and public involvement, through participation and empowerment, matter. Participation connotes more people taking control over their lives, taking charge and organizing for themselves. Participation is based on the premise that no one has the right to make decisions affecting an individual without that person taking part in the decision-making process. Involvement in decision-making also serves to promote human developments. Focusing on community-based health care will enable each person to see the need for an active role in society where each person's actions have meaning and impact. Smaller political units, which characterize a decentralized approach to health care, are less complex and therefore more comprehensible.

Beyond recognizing that citizenship matters and encouraging a higher degree of participation in local institutions, the implementation of community-based health care serves another, more pragmatic, goal. Decentralization would encourage localities to experiment with various techniques designed to meet the nation's health care crisis. We next consider two community-based health care strategies: (1) encouraging volunteerism and (2) reforming health care at the local level.
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Encouraging Volunteerism

Introduction

With spiraling medical costs, limited access to health care, and millions of uninsured Americans, we need to devise solutions. Although many people argue that radical change of our health care system is necessary, almost everyone agrees that the quality of our health care system is among the best in the world. Most agree that we need to devise programs that will allow everyone in our society access to quality medical care without causing our government to go bankrupt or the quality of our medical care to deteriorate. One solution that some doctors propose is to implement a mandatory national health service program whereby doctors are required to give time serving the poor in order to obtain a license in any jurisdiction. Another solution is to encourage non-mandatory volunteerism as a means of staffing free clinics.

Mandatory Volunteerism

One controversial solution to help alleviate the national health care problem focuses on requiring physicians to give their services to the poor or indigent population as a condition for licensing. Several different proposals have been suggested.

American Medical Association's Position

The proposal put forth to the American Medical Association was premised on the notion that physicians have historically devoted much of their practices to uncompensated care.307 Actually, as far back as 1846, the American Medical Association’s original Code of Ethics stated that “to individuals in indigent circumstances, professional services should be cheerfully and freely accorded.”308 In fact, according to an AMA survey conducted in 1994 to determine the extent of charity care by physicians, 67.7% of U.S. doctors provide some amount of care to patients without charge or at reduced fees.309 In contrast, a survey conducted in 1988 showed that only 62% of physicians were providing charity care at that time.310 At least in part, this increase in charity care is thought to be the result

310. Id. at 12.
of an increase in the number of uninsured. The survey also found that physicians are giving more time each week to charity care. In 1994, they gave 7.2 hours a week, or 12.4% of working hours, to charity care, compared to 6.5 hours, or 10.6% of their total practice time in 1990. The dollar value of the charity care donated by physicians in 1994 amounted to a staggering $11.3 billion.

Although these numbers are impressive, the survey does not address why one-third of physicians do not provide any charity care despite widespread public attention to the need for such services. The AMA president, Robert McAffee, M.D., said, "For many patients charity care is their only means of obtaining necessary medical care. And, until significant reform is achieved, it remains a critical part of health care delivery." The AMA president went on to describe his own charity care as a surgeon as "a routine part of my ethical responsibility to the community." This statement leads to the question of how can we get all (or at least more) physicians to feel that it is their ethical responsibility to provide charity care?

One proposal to the AMA in 1992 attempted to answer the question by requiring physicians to devote 10% of their income or fifty hours a year to care for the indigent. This proposal was rejected. However, in 1990, the AMA’s Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs included the following statement in its Fundamental Elements of the Patient-Physician Relationship: "Physicians should continue their traditional assumption of a part of the responsibility for the medical care for those who cannot afford essential health care." Many people believe that all doctors should, "as a matter of ethics and good faith, . . . contribute a significant percentage of their total professional efforts without expectation of financial remuneration." However, there remains reluctance to require charity care as a matter of AMA policy. Although the proposal to the AMA was probably rejected because of the common
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belief that charity care should be given out of concern and kindness rather than forced upon physicians, another even more controversial proposal has been suggested.

**Mandatory Service as a Requirement for Graduating Medical School**

In a proposal contained in the Journal of the American Medical Association, the author writes that the solution to the national health care problem lies in incorporating national health service into graduate medical education. Two major problems with our nation's health care system form the basis of this solution, namely, the need for more generalists and the geographic concentration of physicians.

First, there are far too many specialists in comparison to general physicians. Currently, only about 2% of medical students choose further education in areas of general practice, such as internal medicine, family practice, or pediatrics. The Council on Graduate Medical Education and the Association of American Medical Colleges have recommended that 50% of medical students should receive further training as generalists. Possible solutions for training more generalists include revising medical education, restricting the number of postgraduate training residencies offered in non-primary care specialties, and providing economic incentives to induce more physicians-in-training to choose primary care as their field of practice.

Second, physicians often do not locate in the areas of greatest need. Most affluent metropolitan areas have too many specialists, while other areas lack even a single generalist. This second problem, of course, is far more difficult to solve. Even if we achieve a better mix of physicians, it remains difficult to attract and keep doctors in rural, inner-city, and other underserved areas. Physicians want access to facilities, laboratories, and colleagues not often found in these environments. Additionally, 80% of medical students graduate with loans exceeding $55,000. This high debt
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causes young physicians to train for high-paying specialties and stay in affluent areas.327

327. What is the best way to solve the problems of physician mix and distribution and achieve the goal of universal access to health care? According to Dr. Michael Johns, “the best way to get physicians into underserved areas is to expand the National Health Service Corps and to incorporate national health service into graduate medical education.” He suggests the following structure:

After four years of medical school, followed by the normal one year internship, the path of the physicians would divide into: (1) those pursuing generalist training, and (2) those pursuing specialist training. For those pursuing generalist training, after completion of their internship year they would spend two years of advanced generalist residency training. After completing this residency training, these physicians would serve two years in the National Health Service at their earned, advanced level of rank and pay. Upon completion of their service, they would receive a stipend equivalent to the cost of three years of the cost of medical school.

For the group pursuing specialist training, after the internship year, their advanced training would be delayed. They would go directly into national service for two years, earning a salary comparable to a public health service officer. After completion of their service, the members of this group would be able to apply for and pursue advanced specialist training. This group would receive a stipend at the end of their service equivalent to only two years of the cost of medical school. For both groups, however, debt repayment and interest accrual would be deferred during the period of national health service.

The opportunity to pursue immediately advanced training and to receive a stipend equal to the cost of medical school for only two years of service will provide an economic incentive for medical student to pursue generalist training.

Dr. Johns argues that financing for this system exists. He figures that the cost of paying 16,000 physicians per year in an expanded national health service would amount to only about 0.1% of the estimated $1 trillion a year cost of health care in two to three years (assuming an annual salary of $40,000). The nation would realize a cost savings by discouraging unnecessary and costly specialized training, combined with the health care dollars saved through proper distribution of preventive and primary care. According to Dr. Johns, this cost savings will more than offset the costs of this revised system of graduate medical education.

Many physicians do not approve of Dr. Johns’ proposal. The underlying concern is that requiring medical students to perform national services restricts the student’s freedom of choice. Although it is true that the requirement of national service will restrict young physicians for a brief time, the government imposes all types of requirements to help better serve the public welfare. In addition to the potential benefit society will reap from a mandatory national service program, physicians will also benefit. The physicians will not only receive paid on the job training, but will have their loans virtually paid off by the time they are finished with their service. They will then have more freedom in their career because they will not have the tremendous burden of $50,000 indebtedness.

Another criticism of the program is that it will not provide quality care because young, inexperienced physicians will be the care givers. However, care can be given in teams with more experienced physicians working as captains. This system will provide top-quality care while simultaneously enhancing the training of the less experienced physicians.

Although this type of solution has tremendous potential to solve the access problems of our nation’s health care system, it will unlikely be implemented without the widespread support of the medical community. Because physicians, along with the members of any profession, will most likely be unwilling to accept proposals that
Non-Mandatory Volunteerism

Although requiring physicians to serve the poor as a matter of policy has great potential to solve the access problems of our nation's uninsured, it is necessary to consider alternatives that physicians will more likely accept. One such solution is to encourage non-mandatory volunteerism as a technique to staff free clinics thereby enhancing community-based health care. But the question remains how we can effectively accomplish this goal as a means of resolving the national health care crisis.

The AMA's Position

Perhaps the best resource our country can utilize is the large population of retired and senior physicians. This group of doctors, estimated at 55,000, has the experience, financial security, and most importantly the willingness to contribute their time and serve to their local communities. The AMA "supports and encourages the utilization of retired and senior physicians who have maintained a required level of competence for the purpose of satisfying the need for physicians in inner-city and rural areas."

The AMA also supports the use of retired physicians to provide voluntary medical care to indigent populations and employed individuals who do not have medical coverage. Currently, expensive liability insurance serves as the major stumbling block to utilizing retired physicians who seek to volunteer. After conducting an investigation, the AMA formulated the following recommendations to help encourage volunteerism by retired physicians:

1. That the American Medical Association request that the federal government encourage volunteerism among physicians as well as other professionals in law, education, etc., and that in doing so it would provide for the necessary liability waivers and projections that would make it more attractive for volunteers to serve.

will require members of their profession to perform services they might choose not to do, it is necessary to consider more viable solutions. One solution may be to simply make Dr. Johns' proposal voluntary instead of mandatory. The program would still offer tremendous economic incentive for those wishing to participate, but will be more likely to gain widespread approval. See Johns, supra note 320; Gary L. Brown et al, Mandatory National Health Service, 270 JAMA 2805 (1993).
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(2) That the AMA request that the appropriate agency in the federal government study and consider the feasibility of developing a National Retired Professionals Volunteer Public Service Corps with professionals from many disciplines.

(3) That the AMA, should the federal government establish a National Retired Professional Volunteer Public Corps, lend its support to medical associations and specialty societies in the formulation of a Retired Professional Volunteer Public Service Corps with professionals from many disciplines.

(4) That the AMA continue to encourage physicians to serve as volunteers in their communities, and further that it continue efforts to lobby for better protection for physicians against malpractice suits and immunity from professional liability for senior, part-time and other physicians who volunteer their services ... .

(5) That the AMA reaffirm [the policy], which encourages establishment of programs that will have appropriate levels of government pay professional liability premiums or indemnify physicians who deliver free services in free clinics or otherwise provide free care to the indigent. 331

The AMA's recommendations contain the recurring theme of organized volunteer programs with protection from liability for the participants. Although the need for the protection from liability appears evident, some groups consistently lobby against such measures for fear that the poor will be injured from inappropriate medical care without remedy.

Fortunately, states already use various forms of "Good Samaritan" laws and other mechanisms to protect volunteer physicians. 332 By providing immunity from liability and negligence, Good Samaritan statutes encourage doctors to provide treatment voluntarily. For instance, Massachusetts requires that licensed physicians render medical services to a person experiencing a medical emergency, whether or not the person is able to pay. 333 The majority of states, however, provide inadequate protection for volunteer physicians.

The solution may lie in government-paid insurance premiums. The doctors would be protected from personal liability without paying for their own coverage while their patients would be able to seek remedies in the event of malpractice. However, taxpayer dol-
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lars will be needed to pay for the insurance premiums in a time of consistent budget cutbacks. Overall, though, the cost savings from providing preventive and primary care for only the cost of malpractice insurance offers a tremendous benefit. Thus far, several states have launched cost-saving programs through the passage of appropriate legislation, while other states struggle to do the same.

Protecting Volunteer Physicians From Liability Claims

More and more physicians today are retiring at younger ages.\textsuperscript{334} The most common explanation is the ever-increasing difficulty of practicing medicine in the U.S. in the face of a rapidly changing health care environment and rising professional liability claims.\textsuperscript{335} Of course, with more physicians retiring early, an underused resource has started to swell. Many of these physicians would like to volunteer but are frustrated by the failure of their state legislatures to pass legislation dealing with potential malpractice liability.

For instance, in Massachusetts a strong demand for more volunteer opportunities for physicians led the Massachusetts Medical Society to invite all 1,200 known retired physicians in the state to join an organized community service campaign.\textsuperscript{336} The physicians responded with overwhelming concern; over half of them accepted the invitation.\textsuperscript{337} Because many of the physicians no longer carried malpractice insurance, the state needed to pass legislation to protect them from liability claims. Most thought this would not be a difficult challenge as shielding these doctors from liability seemed like a small price to pay for the service they sought to provide. The Massachusetts Medical Society introduced legislation that would have granted immunity from a professional liability action for ordinary negligence to physicians who volunteer in underserved areas.\textsuperscript{338} The immunity would have been limited to their volunteer activities. Although expectation for passage was high, opposition "by the Massachusetts Association of Trial Attorneys and the Massachusetts Bar Association prevented the legislation from emerging out of committee."\textsuperscript{339}
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State Initiatives

State legislation allowing physicians to volunteer without personal liability constraints have achieved a number of great successes. Several successful programs have begun in Florida. One program, run by the Senior Friendship Centers, Inc., operates in four Florida counties. The center runs nonprofit volunteer clinics which serve patients age 55 and older. Although many of the patients are indigent or uninsured, none are ever turned away. The clinics serve more than 10,000 patients a year with the help of over 100 volunteer physicians, mostly comprised of retirees.

Florida law is a key factor in the center’s success. Physicians who retire in the state can obtain a special medical license to work in nonprofit settings. More importantly, physicians and other volunteers have strong personal liability protection when they provide care for the needy. Florida covers liability judgments through a risk management trust fund. Another successful Florida program, called We Care, operates in twelve Florida counties. Under the We Care program, volunteer doctors and hospitals give free medical and surgical care on a rotating basis to patients referred to them. The care includes office visits, laboratory tests, and surgery. Potential patients are screened; if they qualify they will receive medical care free of charge.

In Marion County alone doctors and hospitals provided more than $2 million of volunteer medical care in one year. Designed to cut down on expensive and unnecessary trips to the emergency room, the program provides access to primary and preventive care for the uninsured and the indigent. The cost to the county constituted only a fraction of the value of the service provided. Florida offers just one example of the benefits a state realizes by encouraging volunteerism.

Washington and Kentucky have adopted similar measures that set up state subsidies for professional liability premiums for volunteer physicians. Virginia set precedent when it enacted a statute.
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in 1983 holding volunteers at free clinic throughout the state free from malpractice liability unless they are grossly negligent.\textsuperscript{348} In Missouri, a statutorily required legal expense fund protects health care providers who volunteer at free clinics.\textsuperscript{349} Although more and more states are following the trend to encourage volunteerism, much work remains to be done at the state level.

**Federal Initiatives**

At the federal level, Senator Daniel Coats (R-Indiana) has introduced legislation that would encourage the provision of medical services in medically underserved communities by extending federal liability coverage to medical volunteers.\textsuperscript{350} Specifically, the bill would require that a medical professional who provides health care service to a medically underserved person without receiving compensation be covered by the federal tort claims provisions for purposes of any medical malpractice claim arising in connection with the service.\textsuperscript{351} To qualify for this protection, the health care professional would be required to furnish the service without charge to any person and to notify the recipient of care of the limited liability. The legislation explicitly preempts inconsistent state laws. However, it would not hamper state laws providing greater incentives or protections.

In an effort to expand access to health care services to low-income individuals, Kassebaum-Kennedy also includes a provision designed to shield certain health care volunteers from malpractice liability. Specifically, the law extends Federal Torts Claims Act coverage to medical volunteers in free clinics by deeming such individuals to be employees of the U.S. Public Health Service.\textsuperscript{352}

Health professionals must meet certain conditions to fall within the protection of this provision. They must be licensed or certified in accordance with applicable law, and they must be volunteers. They may not receive compensation for the services in the form of salary, fees, or third-party payments.\textsuperscript{353} Eligible health professionals must provide qualifying services at a free clinic or through free
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Community-based health care models exist. We turn next to consider these models and the financial and legal issues they raise.

Models for Reforming Health Care at the State and Local Levels

Health care providers throughout the country have begun to develop integrated delivery systems to gain a competitive edge in an era in which all payers demand increased value for their health care dollars. These new delivery systems are bringing together many of the players in the health care system—private hospitals, physician practices, outpatient providers—in an effort to market a simpler, price competitive health care product. Although these efforts ensure increased access and lower costs, they fail to address the long term health care needs of the communities whom they serve.

Alternatively, a community-based model for health care reform shifts the emphasis from treating individuals at a lower cost to treating communities and subpopulations. This is achieved, in part, by examining and responding to population-based indicators of health, such as mortality, and emphasizing both education and prevention. Moreover, a community-based model emphasizes full coordination of a community's health care resources, ongoing community needs assessment, and heightened accountability standards. After analyzing an academic community health model, this section considers a foundation-sponsored comprehensive community health program and the San Diego County Medical Program.

Community Health Model

The key goals of a community-based health care model are: (1) planning, which includes needs assessment, goal setting, evaluation,
and accountability; (2) intensive participation by the population served; (3) full integration of multiple public and private funding resources; and (4) integration of services and active coordination with other community resources. Although federal funding of rural and community health centers achieves integration of funding resources,\textsuperscript{355} it fails to meet the other key goals of a community-based health care model.

Several theorists have offered proposals designed to meet the goals of a community-based health care model, and some communities have achieved success with such programs. These proposals provide important insight into the potential strengths and weaknesses of a community based approach to health care reform.

Professor Steven Shortell, of Northwestern University's J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, has proposed the creation of health promotion and accountability regions (HPARs).\textsuperscript{356} According to Shortell, the HPARs would serve as a public-private partnership providing much needed incentives, focus, and organization to health care reform efforts.\textsuperscript{357} Under Shortell's proposal, state legislatures would create HPARs, which would serve as the focus of development and implementation of health care policy. The state department of health would appoint representatives of hospitals, physicians, insurers, employers, labor, government, and consumers to a governing board.\textsuperscript{358} An executive director assisted by a technical staff trained in clinical epidemiology, statistics, planning and evaluation, and relevant social science disciplines would report to the governing board.\textsuperscript{359}

HPARs would assume responsibility for assessing community needs, establishing health care goals, determining premiums, allocating resources, and setting budgets necessary to meet those goals, contracting with health care plans to deliver services, and holding health plans accountable according to predetermined performance criteria. In meeting these responsibilities, HPARs would assess community needs and establish a corresponding benefit package.\textsuperscript{360} Provided they operated within their HPAR's policies, health plans
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would be free to develop innovative approaches to providing cost-effective, high-quality care to its enrollees.\textsuperscript{361}

Shortell foresees various funding sources for the benefit package an HPAR would offer. However, these funding sources would be anchored to traditional employment-based health insurance.\textsuperscript{362} Copayments and deductibles would continue to be used.\textsuperscript{363} Individuals not covered by employment-based health insurance would be covered through a state health plan financed with revenues deriving from targeted user taxes (e.g., alcohol and tobacco) and general taxes.\textsuperscript{364} The benefit package available to HPAR participants would be the same, regardless of the source of funding. All insurers doing business within the state would be required to offer the benefit package at or below established premiums.\textsuperscript{365} Because the HPAR would risk-rate premiums in advance, insurers would have no need to avoid risk by excluding less healthy person.

Based on the region's health needs and available resources, the HPAR would establish a health care budget for each year. This budget would represent a locally determined expenditure cap reflecting the region's mission and health care objectives.\textsuperscript{366} Although the financing mechanism for the HPAR budget would follow the play-or-pay model,\textsuperscript{367} it differs by focusing on both local determination of needs, benefits and premiums, and its emphasis on community health objectives (as opposed to purely economic objectives). Shortell suggests that large states would have several HPARs, while small states may have only one.\textsuperscript{368} However, the HPAR model can be adapted to serve even smaller populations. Moreover, the HPAR model could be modified to allow for further integration of federal, state, and local sources of funding.

\textit{Kellogg Initiative}

The Comprehensive Community Health Models (CCHM) initiative represents a partnership between the W.K. Kellogg Founda-
tion and three Michigan counties. The Kellogg Foundation contributes financial and technological resources to help communities bring payers, providers, and consumers together to assess and reform local health systems. The program is designed to assist communities in building a more efficient and effective health care system by strengthening local control and restructuring how services are delivered. Specifically, the program helps communities: (1) assess and prioritize community health needs; (2) redefine health local visioning process; (3) develop a community-driven, comprehensive plan to provide basic care to all residents; and (4) provide community governance for implementation and management.

The CCHM initiative is based on the Kellogg Foundation’s experience with over 100 community-based health care projects. The experience indicated that a community’s health care delivery system must: (1) be managed by the community so that it reflects the community’s needs and priorities; (2) maintain and improve the health status of people by reducing their morbidity and increasing their length of life through health promotion, primary prevention, and primary care; and (3) minimize the impact and costs of an injury, acute illness, or chronic illness through early diagnosis and treatment.

According to program officials, when a community manages its health care resources with an understanding of the nature of its health care problems, the way its providers perform, and the financial limitations of its payers, it can establish priorities and develop programs that expand access, control costs, improve quality, and maximize program satisfaction. To help communities achieve these goals, the CCHM initiative envisions: (1) establishing a community governing board; (2) creating an integrated administrative structure; (3) expanding community-wide coverage; (4) developing a comprehensive integrated delivery system; and (5) designing a health information system.
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San Diego as a Model for Change

The San Diego County Medical (CMS) Program is an innovative public/private partnership providing health care services to medically indigent adults. Through a coordinated system involving San Diego County, a private sector manager, and private sector providers, the CMS Program provides emergency services, in-patient services, specialty and primary care, and related ancillary services to more than 25,000 individuals.376

History of the San Diego Indigent Care Program

Prior to 1983, medically indigent persons in the State of California received health care services through Medi-Cal, the California Medicaid program.377 When California passed the Medi-Cal Reform Act of 1982, however, the responsibility of providing health care to these persons shifted from the state to the counties.378 Because San Diego County did not have any public hospitals, it decided to contract with other organizations to provide care to the medically indigent.379 Initially, the county contracted with four organizations, each responsible for patient care in a certain geographical area.380 Medicus Systems was hired to administer and to oversee the entire program.381 Medicus Systems continues to administer the CMS Program.382 Its responsibilities have included instituting a quality assurance program throughout the county, retrieving, analyzing and reporting program utilization and financial information, and establishing program policies and procedures.383

Problems With the Original Program

Four problems plagued the original CMS Program: barriers to access, cost-shifting, varying payment practices, and inconsistent management policies. Access constituted the most serious prob-
lem.\textsuperscript{384} Under the original program, the four regional contractors assumed the risk for all services.\textsuperscript{385} To limit their actual financial risk, contractors may have limited patient access to services. As a Medicus Systems official explained, "Utilization increased 41\% in five years. However, appropriations increased incrementally. Arguably, in order to maintain profitability, access [was] denied."\textsuperscript{386}

Cost-shifting also troubled the program. Under the original CMS Program, patients entered the program through a clinic or a hospital emergency room.\textsuperscript{387} Seeking to limit their financial risk, regional contractors often failed to qualify eligible emergency room patients.\textsuperscript{388} As a consequence, hospitals bore the costs of providing care to individuals who were eligible for the CMS Program but had not been qualified by the regional contractors. This resulted in ill will towards the program and uncollectible debts for the hospitals.\textsuperscript{389}

The original CMS Program also lacked sufficient control over provider payments. The four regional contractors had the authority to contract with providers, including hospitals, clinics, and physicians, at varying rates.\textsuperscript{390} The resulting lack of uniformity among reimbursement rates caused providers confusion and dissatisfaction with the CMS Program.\textsuperscript{391} Finally, inconsistent care management policies vexed the CMS Program in its early years. Each individual contractor had a unique style of managing indigent patients' access to the health care system.\textsuperscript{392} As a result, management of care techniques varied within the four regions.\textsuperscript{393}

As one Medicus official explained, the regionalized, decentralized CMS Program mirrored the Medicaid program to the extent that program policies were centrally formulated but regionally executed, resulting in varying levels of access, service, and reimbursement.\textsuperscript{394} This frustrated the CMS Program and left it unprepared
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to handle a growth in the number of individuals receiving care coupled with a rapid decrease in financial resources. 395

**Solutions to the Early Problems**

In 1989, San Diego County dismantled the original CMS Program and implemented the current centrally-administered, county-wide program. 396 Under this program, the four regional contractors have been replaced by the CMS Program’s Department of Community Services. 397 CMS bears budget, policy, contract administration, and patient eligibility responsibilities. Centralization of these duties reduces duplication of services and resources. The day-to-day management functions lie with Medicus Systems, which continues to administer the program. 398 To address certain problems associated with indigent patient managed care, especially inconsistent reimbursement levels, the revised CMS Program reimburses its providers from three funding pools. 399 The three pools are: the primary care reimbursement pool, the institutional services reimbursement pool, and the specialty/ancillary reimbursement pool. 400 Each reimbursement pool encourages cost-effective behavior. Specifically, because each pool contains a fixed dollar amount, over-utilization results in a lower reimbursement rate for providers. 401 If, however, funds remain at the end of the year, providers share them. 402

Primary care clinics receive monthly prospective payments based on expected visits and supplemental charges. 403 Payments are evaluated and restructured three times annually and reconciled at the end of each year. 404 The final reimbursement value of a clinic visit is determined at the end of the fiscal year based on the total number of clinic visits and other expenses reimbursed from the pool. 405 For fiscal year 1995, the primary care risk pool was funded

---
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at $4.5 million. The institutional services reimbursement pool pays hospital and emergency department physicians for services provided to patients during an acute in-patient stay or an emergency department visit. Hospitals receive monthly prospective payments for their services based on historical utilization. Payments are adjusted to reflect actual claims submitted by hospitals. For fiscal year 1995, the institutional services risk pool was funded at $7.3 million.

The specialty/ancillary reimbursement pool reimburses physicians and ancillary service providers for in-patient physician, outpatient physician, and outpatient specialty ancillary services. Physicians and ancillary providers are reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis. The Medi-Cal fee schedule provides interim reimbursement rates that are adjusted to reflect utilization and available funds. For fiscal year 1995, the specialty/ancillary risk pool was funded at $12.8 million.

Current San Diego Program

San Diego County's CMS Program incorporates elements necessary for the success of any indigent care program. Through a system of managed care, the program attempts to combat deficiencies that plague the poorest patients, such as inadequate access to care, overuse of emergency rooms, insufficient preventive care, and meager methods of measuring quality.

Most potentially eligible patients enter the CMS system because they require immediate medical attention. The CMS Program is made available to patients at emergency rooms, hospital admission departments, and community clinics. Potentially eligible persons are given applications and undergo face-to-face interviews and ver-
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ification processes to ensure compliance with eligibility requirements.\footnote{417} The CMS Program employs a managed care approach to coordinate the delivery of services to patients at the most appropriate and cost-effective level of care.\footnote{418} Care is actively managed through an innovative medical-social case management approach.\footnote{419} To control utilization and to assure timely access to services, patients arrange for their own primary care through an extensive network of clinics.\footnote{420} Access to specialty and ancillary care, however, is controlled by Medicus by means of prior authorization procedures and a system of referrals.\footnote{421}

In addition, a patient may be assigned to a CMS case manager to assist the patient with special medical and social needs including: homelessness, chronic illness, high medical needs, potential eligibility for other public programs, and appropriate transition to a less intensive form of care.\footnote{422} The case manager assesses the patient’s needs, plans and coordinates the delivery of services to meet those needs, and evaluates and monitors services.\footnote{423} Case management serves as an important cost-containment tool. CMS claims that case management has helped reduce the number of hospital admissions and decrease the average length of hospital stays, resulting in substantial savings to the program, which spends nearly $369 per day on every hospitalized patient.\footnote{424}

\textit{Patient Characteristics}

To qualify for the CMS Program, individuals must be medically needy and ineligible for Medi-Cal.\footnote{425} In addition, individuals must be 21 through 64 years of age, a U.S. citizen, San Diego County residents, have limited property and resources, and meet CMS Program income limits.\footnote{426} According to program officials, two-thirds of the nearly 70,000 CMS applicants meet these eligibility require-
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ments and receive program approval.427 CMS patients fall into two major groups: young men aged 21-39 who enter the program as a result of trauma injuries, and older women aged 50-64 who receive services for chronic and acute illnesses, including diabetes, gastrointestinal disorders, and cancer.428

Services and Providers

Through the CMS Program, qualified patients receive primary, emergency, and in-patient care, pharmaceuticals, durable medical equipment, selected social support services, emergency dental care, home health care, physical and occupational therapy, and ambulance services.429 The program does not cover routine physical exams, pregnancy, family planning, and infertility. Services for alcoholism, services for drug addiction, orthodontia, and organ, limb and bone marrow transplants also are excluded.430

Private providers furnish care to CMS patients. Specifically, fifteen hospitals, eighteen clinics, and approximately 2,000 physician and ancillary service providers participate in the CMS Program.431 Experts consider these private providers as central to the success of the CMS Program because they do not face the same challenges as public entities. For example, hospitals and clinics can raise funds from a variety of sources.432 As the executive director of one clinic explained, "The clinics hustle [for funding], no doubt about it."433

Program Administration

Medicus Systems has served as the CMS Program administrator since its inception.434 Today, its responsibilities include serving as the program’s fiscal intermediary, managing provider reimbursement pools, and preauthorizing specialty and ancillary care.435 In addition, Medicus processes all claims, collects and analyzes financial and quality outcome data, manages utilization review re-
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sources, and handles patient grievances. In 1995, Medicus received $2.9 million for its services.

Success of the CMS Program

The CMS Program has achieved notable success. In its first ten years of operation the program had saved San Diego County more than $160 million in health care costs. Savings can be attributed in part to the medical and social case management program adopted in 1989. Through case management techniques, the CMS Program has reduced the ratio of outpatient treatments to hospital admissions from 19:1 in 1990, to 15:1 in 1992. In addition, case management techniques have enabled the program to decrease the length of hospital stays. In 1994, the CMS Program had an average hospital stay of 5.3 days compared to the national average of 8.5 days. By reducing both the number and the length of costly hospital stays, the CMS Program has realized significant savings.

The privatization of health care services has also yielded significant savings. According to Dr. Robert K. Ross, director of San Diego County's health services, the advantages of privatization have manifested themselves in four ways: (1) private entities stretch dollars farther than their public counterparts; (2) they make better use of volunteers; (3) they raise their own money; and (4) they avoid costly contract settlements with civil service employees. By making effective use of financial and human resources and securing funds including local donations and foundation grants, CMS providers deliver $1.4 of health care for every dollar of county resources.

The CMS Program has effectively met the needs of the community. For example, clinics, which are controlled by a board of local ethnic, community, religious, business, and medical leaders, tailor their services to their neighborhoods. Doctors, nurses, and other health care practitioners at one clinic speak Spanish, Hmong, Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cambodian, and are trained to provide
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culturally sensitive and personalized service. As a result, the clinic is equipped to assess community health care needs and to devise ways to meet those needs in a cost-effective manner.

**Limitations of the CMS Program**

The major limitations of the San Diego CMS Program stem from a lack of funds. Cuts in funding have forced the program to tighten eligibility criteria, leaving many working poor outside the program. In 1993, for example, in the face of budget constraints the program excluded undocumented aliens, saving an estimated $7.5 million annually. Experts also predict that if funds available for the program continue to be insufficient to meet demand, provider reimbursement rates may be reduced to such a level that providers will refuse to participate in the program.

Currently, a lack of external methods for measuring medical outcomes also hampers the CMS Program. Experts believe that the development of a mechanism to provide medical oversight of the program by those with medical or nursing backgrounds would address this problem.

**Implementing a CMS-Type Program in Other Cities**

The implementation of a CMS-type approach to providing health care to indigent populations would impact greatly the traditional role of counties. Currently, counties often serve as a provider of last resort, serving those who have no alternatives means of securing health care. Consequently, county hospitals typically bear the burden of caring for the poor, who are easily forgotten by the public and political bodies. In San Diego, however, the county only arranges for indigent health care services, it does not provide care directly.

As brokers of care, San Diego and other California counties (e.g., Orange County, California) have succeeded in savings large sums of money while simultaneously providing a safety net for low-in-
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Whether other counties have the ability to emulate these programs remains unclear. For example, Los Angeles is under immense pressure to privatize its public health system. Opponents argue, however, that privatization would not work in Los Angeles, which has the nation’s highest rate of uninsured. They claim that outside providers are likely to save money by turning indigent individuals away and reducing staffing levels. Critics also fear that private hospitals may be unwilling to serve injured gang members, homeless persons, and substance abusers. Nevertheless, privatization remains a viable option for Los Angeles and other counties struggling with ensuring health care for indigent populations.

Policy makers interested in implementing a community-based death care system in other localities must consider two key questions, namely, the need to obtain financing for community based health care and legal issues affecting local reform efforts.

Obtaining Financing for Community-Based Health care Programs

Analysis of the financing options for community-based health care programs turns on raising revenues or curtailing costs. This section considers three topics, namely, state and local taxing power, public-private funding options, and cost containment schemes.

State and Local Taxing Power

The authority of the states to provide and finance health care is basic to their sovereignty and derives from their general police power. Sub-state jurisdictions have this authority by virtue of delegation from their states. State and local discretion in imposing and collecting taxes is extremely broad. Nevertheless, state and local taxation for the purpose of financing health care reform
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may not be structured in such a manner as to constitute regulation of a field preempted by federal law. Moreover, in order for a state or local tax levied on a business conducting interstate commerce to be valid, there must exist a "substantial nexus" between the taxed entity and the state or locality imposing the tax.\textsuperscript{461} Beyond these general guidelines, five funding sources exist: general revenue funds, provider taxes, payroll taxes, health insurance taxes, and "sin" taxes.

\textit{General Revenue Funds}

Legally, states and localities are free to appropriate general funds to pay for health care reform. However, both states and localities are already operating under extremely tight budget constraints and any effort to increase health care coverage will almost certainly require additional revenue or spending cuts in other areas. Popular resistance to increased income and property taxes suggests that taxes targeted at providers, employers and insurers, as well as certain "sin" taxes are more feasible alternatives.

\textit{Provider Taxes}

Several states have considered or attempted imposing a revenue tax on health care providers to fund state subsidized insurance and other health reform efforts. Such taxes shift the cost of health reform to private insurance plans that health care providers.

One such proposal would assess a "patient" or "bed" tax on hospitals.\textsuperscript{462} Hospitals providing financial support to community clinics or running their own clinics\textsuperscript{463} would be allowed to deduct such costs from their tax liability.\textsuperscript{464} Such a system of taxation and deduction would encourage hospitals to participate in community-based health reform. The burden of the tax on hospitals would be offset in several ways. First, to the extent that subsidized insurance would increase the number of paying patients, hospitals would benefit. Second, the deduction system would relieve pressure on hospital emergency rooms by encouraging the development of primary care clinics.\textsuperscript{465} The overwhelming burden of providing primary care in expensive emergency rooms currently strangles the budgets
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of many hospitals, especially those in poor and underserved areas. Increased development of community clinics would help such hospitals by reducing the amount of expensive, uncompensated primary care they currently provide and by allowing them to dedicate resources to more profitable practices.\footnote{466}

The MinnesotaCare program represents an additional example of a provider tax scheme. Minnesota has enacted legislation to expand publicly-subsidized health coverage for low income, uninsured persons. The subsidization is financed in part through the imposition of several taxes, including a 2\% revenue tax on health care providers.\footnote{467} The Minnesota statute grants the state the power to tax any health care provider that actually does business in-state or provides out-of-state services to twenty or more Minnesotans in any year.\footnote{468} The statutory provisions attempting to reach out-of-state business have come under attack from scholars and businesses, however, on Dormant Commerce Clause grounds.\footnote{469}

In \textit{Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady},\footnote{470} the U.S. Supreme Court held that a state tax on the operation of interstate commerce is preempted by Congress's plenary power to regulate interstate commerce unless a four-prong test is met. The tax (1) must be applied to an activity having a substantial nexus with the taxing state; (2) must be fairly apportioned; (3) must not discriminate against interstate commerce; and (4) must be fairly related to the services provided by the state.\footnote{471}

The "substantial nexus" requirement has been interpreted by the Court to require something more than the "minimum contact" re-
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quired by due process, but not necessarily to require physical presence of the taxed entity within the state. Nevertheless, an entity is presumed not to have “substantial nexus” if its only connection with the taxing state is through the postal system. Moreover, although an entity’s activities may have a connection with a taxing state, any state taxation may be prohibited upon a finding that the nexus between the two does not justify the burden.

The MinnesotaCare tax appears to fail the substantial nexus requirement. The mere fact that twenty Minnesota residents leave the state to receive health care creates neither a substantial nexus between the health care provider and Minnesota nor justifies taxation of the service. The MinnesotaCare tax also appears to fail the requirement that the tax be fairly related to the service provided by the state. Because the health care provider receives little or no benefit from Minnesota, the tax is not fairly related to any state-provided services. In light of the potential constitutional challenge to MinnesotaCare’s tax on out-of-state providers, state taxation schemes must be drafted carefully to avoid such challenges, and states must consider carefully the role of out-of-state providers on health care reform within their borders.

State provider taxes are also vulnerable to challenges insofar as the taxes are found to “relate to” an ERISA plan by passing along the costs of reform to such plans. The MinnesotaCare provider tax was upheld by a federal district court against an ERISA challenge. The court reasoned that the tax did not “relate to” ERISA plans because the tax did not: (1) negate plan provisions; (2) have a significant effect on ERISA entities; (3) affect the administration of ERISA plans; or (4) have any but a tenuous economic impact on ERISA plans. However, other courts have held that
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provider taxes are in fact preempted by ERISA. Consequently, state efforts to tax health care providers must be carefully crafted to avoid ERISA challenges.

**Payroll Taxes**

Another potential source of funding for local health care reform is an employer payroll tax. A general payroll tax on all employers within a state would fall within the state's taxing powers and would not be preempted by ERISA. However, such a tax would erode employer incentives to insure by imposing equal burdens on employers who do provide health benefits and those who do not. Commentators have, therefore, proposed allowing employers to deduct their contributions to employee benefit plans from their tax liability. Seemingly, such a system of taxation and deduction could circumvent ERISA challenges. The tax in this instance would be imposed on employers themselves, not the benefit plans. Moreover, because it would apply to insured and self-insured plans alike, the scheme would not impermissibly burden ERISA plans.

**Health Insurance Taxes**

Until recently, attempts to assess taxes on health insurance plans were susceptible to challenges insofar as the taxes were found to "relate to" an ERISA plan. However, in *New York State Conference of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans v. Travelers Ins. Co.*, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a state surcharge on bills of patients whose commercial insurance coverage was purchased by employee health plans governed by ERISA. The Court concluded that such provisions did not "relate to" employee benefit plans within the meaning of ERISA and therefore suffered no preemption.

**"Sin" Taxes**

Targeted user taxes on products such as cigarettes and alcohol serve as another potential source of funding. For instance, Min-
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MinnesotaCare is partially financed by a cigarette tax. The political price to be paid for passage of such taxes is slight in most jurisdictions... and the correlation between tobacco and alcohol consumption and ill health serves as a compelling argument for using this source as a funding tool. In addition, state revenue derived from legalized gambling may also serve as a potential source of funding.

Public-Private Funding Options

As discussed later in this article, ERISA preempts state attempts to mandate benefits and requires employers provide health insurance to their employees, insofar as such efforts apply to self-insured plans. Prior to the enactment of ERISA, however, Hawaii had sought to achieve universal coverage through an employer mandate. Congress, therefore, exempted Hawaii from the reach of ERISA. Because Hawaii was the only state that had adopted the employer mandate prior to the enactment of ERISA, it is unlikely that Congress will extend the waiver to any other state. As any change to the original state statute requires Congressional action, Hawaii's flexibility in administering and altering its program has been hampered significantly. To date, Hawaii has not been successful in securing permission to make changes to its program. Despite a lack of encouragement from the Hawaii example, states are gambling that Congress will allow them to experiment with employer mandates. At least three states have enacted such legislation, and another six are contemplating such measures.

Other states have opted to circumvent the ERISA obstacle by enacting individual coverage mandates. Minnesota, for example,
enacted an individual mandate effective July, 1997, subject to the state’s securing financing to subsidize premiums for low-income persons. Absent a mandate, states could encourage increased voluntary coverage through similar subsidization programs. To control costs, states should carefully tailor eligibility requirements for such subsidization to target those individuals who are unlikely to self-insure, without attracting otherwise insurable individuals.

Cost Containment Schemes: Global Budgeting

Global budgeting involves setting overall targets or caps on expenditures over a defined period. Several states have enacted or are studying some form of global budgeting to control health care costs. For example, Washington, Minnesota, and Vermont incorporate statewide expenditure caps into their reform plans as a means of controlling health care inflation. Washington caps premiums, Minnesota uses a mix of premium caps and global limits, and Vermont specifies global budget by sector. The principles of global budgeting are particularly attractive in the context of community-based reform efforts. For example, Professor Shortell’s HPARs would establish an overall area-wide health care budget based on community rating of the entire population. Within the framework of this budget, the HPARs would contract with health plans. As an incentive to control costs, health plans that operated within their defined budgets would be allowed to keep a significant percentage of the savings.

Legal Issues Affecting Community-Based Reform Efforts

The reform of health care delivery and finance at the local level will necessarily involve new forms of partnerships between health care providers, state and local governments, and insurers, thereby raising a complicated thicket of legal issues. The formation of integrated delivery systems raises antitrust considerations and therefore should be structured in conjunction with legislative efforts designed to protect such joint ventures from federal antitrust liability. In addition, ERISA poses a considerable challenge to any
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state-based effort at reform. Specifically, federal law may preempt state reforms affecting employment-based welfare benefits, and obtaining federal ERISA waivers for such reforms may be infeasible.

Moreover, relationships between health care providers must be structured around complicated federal fraud and abuse laws and state corporate practice of medicine rules. Further, the structure of primary care initiatives may have tax implications for charitable organizations. Finally, states attempting to reform their Medicaid programs may face barriers in the form of the federal Medicaid waiver process.

Antitrust Issues


The Sherman Act

The Sherman Act is most relevant to the development of integrated health care delivery systems. Section one of the Sherman Act prohibits contracts, combinations, and conspiracies in restraint of trade. Courts have interpreted section 1 to prohibit only "unreasonable" restraints of trade and have employed one of two standards of unreasonableness: per se unreasonable practices and the "rule of reason" test.

Certain practices are deemed per se unreasonable, including price fixing, market division, concerted refusals to deal, and tying arrangements. Exceptions to the per se unreasonable standard include joint ventures and the "new product doctrine." Under the joint venture exception, physicians who "would otherwise be competitors" are considered a "joint venture" if their integration provides for risk-sharing. Physician groups that contract on a capitated bases share risk and would therefore be considered

506. Under a capitation contract, physicians receive a per capita payment that is independent of the number of services provided to the patient or the costs incurred by the physician in furnishing those services. CRS REPORT FOR CONGRESS, HEALTH CARE FINANCING AND HEALTH INSURANCE: A GLOSSARY OF TERMS (1988).
joint ventures. Groups that operate on a fee-for-service basis, however, are susceptible to claims of price-fixing and other per se unreasonable practices.507 Furthermore, under the "new product doctrine" exception, integration that produces otherwise unobtainable benefits, such as a socially desirable product or a decrease in costs is not per se unreasonable.508

If an agreement is not per se unreasonable, courts apply the "rule of reason" standard to determine whether it unlawfully restrains trade. Under this standard, courts define the relevant geographic and product markets, weigh the anticompetitive effects and procompetitive efficiencies of the agreement within that market, and evaluate any collateral agreements to determine whether the agreement is reasonable.509

State and local reform efforts may escape Sherman Act scrutiny in two ways: the state action doctrine, and the sovereign immunity doctrine. Under the state action doctrine, a state health care reform initiative is exempt from Sherman Act antitrust liability if it passes the two-part test announced by the U.S. Supreme Court in California Retail Liquor Dealers Ass'n v. Midcal.510 The first prong of the Midcal test requires the state to explicitly consider the anticompetitive consequences of the legislation.511 The legislative history must specifically refer to and acknowledge that certain anticompetitive activity will occur under the legislative scheme being considered.512 The second prong requires states to participate actively in oversight of the trade restraint.513 The state may be required to conduct ongoing review and to retain ultimate decision-making authority over private interests.514 If the anticompetitive restraint passes muster under the Midcal test, even the conduct of private parties acting pursuant to the state action is immune from antitrust liability.515
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Absent a clearly articulated state policy indicating an intention to replace competition with regulation, this same immunity has not been extended to subdivisions of state governments, such as counties and other municipalities. Local governments are, however, immune from damage suits under the federal antitrust laws by virtue of the Local Government Antitrust Act of 1984. To secure antitrust immunity, therefore, health reform initiatives must meet either the Midcal test (for states) or the Hallie test (for local entities), or fall within the purview of the Local Government Antitrust Act. Alternatively, a state or locality seeking to avoid an antitrust challenge to its health care reform plan could seek out a special congressional exemption from federal antitrust laws for anticompetitive activities arising under its reform effort.

To create antitrust shelter through the doctrine of sovereign immunity, the American Hospital Association has successfully disseminated a model certificate of public advantage program that protects certain types of joint action from federal antitrust scrutiny under the Sherman Act. Similarly, fifteen states have enacted cooperative agreements acts or certificate of public advantage programs, which provide oversight and certification agreements in order to create antitrust shelter through the doctrine of sovereign immunity.

**ERISA Issues**

Generally considered to be the greatest hurdle to state or locally-based health care reform, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) effectively prohibits states and localities from regulating self-insured health plans. Specifically, ERISA regulates pension and welfare benefit plans, and exempts all such employee benefit plans, including health plans, from state or local regulation.

---
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ERISA Preemption Doctrine

Employee welfare and pension benefits are subject to federal regulation under ERISA. Welfare benefits are defined to include health care benefits provided through the purchase of insurance or self-insurance by an employer. Under the ERISA preemption clause, state or local public sector action that "relates to" any employee benefit plan is preempted by ERISA. However, if the plan chooses to purchase insurance, it becomes subject to state and local regulation of the business of insurance and is saved from preemption under ERISA's "savings clause." Self-insured plans are not covered by the savings clause, and state and local action affecting such plans is preempted by ERISA's "Deemer Clause." It is estimated that more than half of all employees with private health insurance are enrolled in self-insured plans.

Preemption Analysis

In determining whether a state or local law is preempted by ERISA, the analysis first considers whether the law "relates to" an employee benefit plan. The preemption clause has been interpreted broadly by the courts to cover any state or local action that is consistent with the substantive requirements of ERISA.

Next, the analysis focuses whether the state action regulates the "business of insurance" and is therefore saved from preemption. According to the McCarran-Ferguson Act test, the "business of insurance" is a practice that (1) has the effect of transferring or spreading a policyholder's risk; (2) is an integral part of the policy relationship between insurer and insured; and (3) is limited to entities within the insurance industry.

The final issue is whether the Deemer Clause applies. The Deemer Clause is broadly interpreted by the courts. Specifically, "if the plan is uninsured, the State may not regulate it."

---
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Implications for State and Local Reform Efforts

State or local laws mandating coverage, mandating certain types of benefits, requiring coverage for certain providers, or regulating providers may be in conflict with ERISA. Such laws will be upheld as applied to insurance policies, but not as applied to self-funded plans. Thus, an integrated health care delivery system may, for instance, be unable to recover payment from self-insured plans for mandated benefits.

Commentators have suggested that self-funded plans should not be able to take advantage of the Deemer Clause to circumvent the provisions of state and local health care reform efforts. They argue that this should be limited, however, to situations in which there is clear and convincing evidence that the law was enacted to further the goals of the state’s or locality’s reform program and not merely to benefit certain interests.

Anti-Kickback and Self-Referral Laws

The Federal Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits knowing solicitation or offer of payment in return for a referral for services covered by Medicaid or Medicare. The Federal Self-Referral Statute prohibits physician referrals of Medicaid patients to entities furnishing designated services in which the physician has a financial interest.

The original purpose of these statutes was to prevent over-utilization and to contain Medicaid and Medicare costs. The laws were designed, however, to address the problems of a fragmented health care industry and now contradict the current theories of health care reform by complicating and frustrating the integration of physicians into organized delivery systems. Enforcement of these two laws has intensified despite their fading relevance to current reimbursement strategies.
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The Anti-Kickback and Self-Referral laws are interpreted broadly by courts, and are criticized for failing to recognize the nature of managed care and provider economic risk sharing. In response to such criticism, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has promulgated safe-harbor regulations and more have been proposed. Existing safe harbors include qualified investments in small entities, sales of physician practices, employment relationships, personal service and management contracts, and managed care organizations. Proposed safe-harbor regulations would create a distinction between the substance and the form of health care transactions and prevent "sham transactions" from obtaining shelter under the safe harbors.

The complexity of the Anti-Kickback and Self-Referral statutes and the lack of guidance as to legal arrangements have a chilling effect on the integration of health care providers into organized delivery systems. Any financial relationship between a hospital and a physician group which may refer patients to the hospital, or vice versa, leaves the parties vulnerable to federal fraud and abuse charges.

It has been argued, however, that hospitals should be permitted to lend financial support to physician groups for "legitimate business reasons unrelated to referrals, including the promotion of cost-effective managed care." In fact, many hospitals have chosen to assume the risk, and thus far these activities have been unprosecuted.

---
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Corporate Practice of Medicine Doctrine

Some states prohibit the "corporate practice of medicine." Under this doctrine, only licensed professionals may practice medicine, and therefore neither lay persons nor organizations, including hospitals, may hire physicians or control the professional aspects of their practices. Only other physicians or professional corporations or associations may employ physicians.

The corporate practice of medicine doctrine may therefore create a barrier to the establishment of alliances between hospitals and physicians designed to integrate efficiently primary care delivery and to control costs. Recognizing the fading relevance of the corporate practice of medicine doctrine in light of modern health care concerns, many states with such laws on the books have chosen not to enforce them.

Because alliances between hospitals and physician groups may be an essential component of community-based health care reform, any reform effort should include a revision of corporate practice of medicine laws, either by the individual states or by federal preemption of the field.

Federal Tax-Exemption

Charitable nonprofit organizations are exempt from federal income tax. To be eligible for tax-exemption, the organization must organize and operate exclusively for an exempt, charitable purpose. The two-part test relating to this exclusivity requirement has an organization prong and operational prong.

Under the organization prong, the entity's charter must be limited to one or more exempt purposes and cannot empower the entity to engage, otherwise than as an unsubstantial part of its activities, in nonexempt activities and its assets must be dedicated to an exempt purpose. Under the operational prong, the entity must primarily engage in activities directed toward the accomplish-
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ment of its exempt purpose. If more than an unsubstantial part of its activities is not so directed, or if net earnings inure to private individuals, the organization fails the operational. 551

Although the IRS, which enforces the tax laws, has been somewhat supportive of integrated delivery system development, it has nonetheless been criticized for its application of hospital-oriented standards to new modes of delivery, for restraining physician practices, and, more generally, for establishing health care policy and enforcing health care laws. 552

The creation of integrated delivery systems at the local level poses potential conflict with tax-exemption laws. Specifically, while promoting health has long been recognized as a charitable purpose and has given many hospitals tax-exempt status, if an exempt hospital's net earnings inure to the benefit of physicians, or if the hospital's operations are deemed to benefit physicians more than incidentally, the hospital's exempt status may be jeopardized. 553 However, according to the IRS, a joint venture between a hospital and physicians, may be viewed as enhancing the hospital's charitable activity, rather than diminishing it, to the extent that it creates a new service or "product" in the community served and did not result in more than an incidental private benefit to the physicians. 554

Medicaid Waiver Process

States have the opportunity to obtain an administrative waiver from the federal government to experiment with different approaches to financing and delivering health care. 555 The source of authority for state-based Medicaid demonstration projects is section 1115 of the Social Security Act. 556 Section 1115 authority was designed to permit states to conduct short term experimental policy projects. 557 The demonstration waiver serves as an important
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tool, however, as the states increasingly seek to effect broad, long-
term reforms in health care.

The legislative history and subsequent interpretation of section 1115 both indicate that the provision was not intended to allow the states to reform as they saw fit, but rather to allow the federal gov-
ernment to orchestrate a federal research agenda aimed at improving health policy. In its early stages, the waiver review process took into account neither the effect of proposed projects on Medi-
caid recipients, nor program costs.

More recently, however, concerns for program beneficiaries and costs have grown and further complicated the review process. States are now required to prepare comprehensive analyses of the proposed program's budget neutrality. In addition, proposed state programs are now subject to several layers of federal review in a process that often takes more than two years. The complexity of the current review process has chilled demonstration efforts significantly. The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 created two additional sources of waiver authority. Under a freedom of choice waiver, a state may waive the otherwise applicable right of benefici-
caries to free choice of providers. Under a home and community-based services waiver, a state may provide a wide range of services not otherwise available under its Medicaid plan, targeted exclusively to individuals who are institutionalized or at risk of institutionalization. Both the freedom of choice waiver and the home and community-based service waiver are intended to facili-
tate more permanent policy or program changes.

Although the process for obtaining these programmatic waivers is relatively simple and clearly defined, states raise a legitimate complaint about the time period for which they are approved. Freedom of choice waivers last for only two years, while home and community-based service waivers last for only three years. As a result, states are burdened with renewal applications every few years.
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Conclusion

This article has considered how a decentralized, community-based approach to health care reform can address our nation's current health care crisis. A "bottom-up" approach would enable localities to see what works best in providing the noninsured and the underinsured with preventive and primary health care in an efficient, effective manner. It would also facilitate the decentralization of the American political economy and encourage participation in local institutions.